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PREFACE 

This manual Is organized in a modular format to aid the user in 
finding information, at the level desired, In the shortest period of 
time. To accomplish this, the manual is brOKen down into three 
chapters, the contents of which are as follows: 

CHAPTER 1, GENERAL INFORMATION - Contains general introductory 
information of interest to the operator, such as operatinq 
instructions, specifications, system configuration, and magnetic tape 
fUndamentals. 

CHAPTER 2, THEORY OF OPERATION - Presents an overview "Big Picture" of 
the theory of operation of the SLAVE/TM02 Tape Drive System. This 
chapter is intended to aid serVicing personnel in understandinq the 
baSic principles of operation of the SLAVE/TM02. The final section of 
this chapter 1s a guide to the detailed serVicing information in 
Chapter 3. 

CHAPTER 3, SERVICING - Consists of serVicing pamphlets which describe 
various functional areas of the TM02. The first pamphlet, Maintenance 
Modes, describes on-line and off-line maintenance capabilit1es: the 
rema1ning pamphlets contain detailed theory of operation. 
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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The TM02-FE/FF 1s a Massbus-compatIbl~, versatIle Tape Controller tor 
TU45 Tape Transport(s). The TM02 ~ecords and reads digital data in 
Industry standard PE or NRZI mode at a maximum data transfer rate of 
120,000 tape characters per second. Tape density and tape character 
format are program selectable. Forward/reverse tape speed Is 75 
1n./sec, whIle rewInd is performed at 250 In./sec. The TM02 
Controller System also has torward and reverse read/space capability. 

1.-2 OPTIONS 

Tahle 1-1 lists options available in the TM02 Tape Controller. 

Unit Designation 

TM02 FE 
FF 

1.3 SPECIFICATION 

Tahle 1-1 
TM02 Options 

Data Features Power Requirement 

Ib-bit/PE/NRZI 115 Vac at 50/60 Hz 
16-bit/PE/NRZI 230 Vac at 50/60 Hz 

Table 1-2 contains operational, environmental, 
electrIcal specifications for the TM02 Controller. 

mechanIcal, 

1-1 

and 



PAR A ~.r1~:TER 

Maxi~u~ Transter ~dte 

( '.Ai /T LJ 45) 

Reeordinq Metho"i 

Table 1-2 
Tn02 Specifications 

SPFCIFICATI()N 

120,000 characters/sec 

NfJZI or PE recording: industry 
c01'T'patible. 

Volt~qe Requirement 11~/230 ~~c +1-10% at 50/60 Hz +/-2% 

Po~er Dissipation 

TM02 Tape Contoller 
Depth 
~'tJ Idth 
Height 
ltJp 1 qr.t 

TM02 Power Supply (H740DA) 
Depth 
~.vidth 

HeiClht 
'~je iqht 

Environmental Limits 

Temperature 
Pelative Hur.ddity 

i3 in. (O.58cm) 

19 in. (O.48m) 
7 in. (O.t7m) 
45 lbS (21 Kq) 

Bin. (O.18m) 
19 in. (O.'18m) 
5 in. (O.1.3m) 
24 Ibs (1t.2 Kq) 

hO to 95 dearees F t15 to 35 degrees C)* 
20 to RO% (no condensatlon)* 

*Magnetlc tape operation is morp reliable if t~e temperature 15 
limite1 to h~ degrees to 75 deqrees F (18 rlegrees to 24 degrpes C) anrl 
relativp humidity to 40 to 60 %. 

T~02 Power Suprly (H740DA) - ProvIdes the ae and de power 
reauired bv the 'P102 lO\lic assem~lY. 

861 Power Controller - Controls power to th~ TM02 ~nd TU45 

NUTE 

Only TU45/T~02 master cabinets contain 
th~ TM02 loqic assembly and power 
supply. TTJ4S slaves are controlled by 
the T~02 in the master cabinet. 

1-2 



1.4 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 

The tollowing documents should be available to the user: 

TM02 Enqineering. Drawing Set 
TWU45 Magtape System Manual (CSS-MO-F-5.2-2S1 
TJU45 Magtape System Manual (CSS~MO-F-5.2-21) 
RH70/Special Option D~scrlption (CSS-MO-F-5.2-21) 

.RH11/Special Option Description (CSS-MO-F-5.2-2b) 
M.T.A. Option Description (CSS-MO-F-5.2-23) 
TU45 Operating and Service Manual (Pertec # 104597) 
861-A, H, C Power Controller Maintenance Manual 
(DF.C-OO-H861A-A-D) 
H740D Power Supply Maintenance Manual (DEC-I1-H740A-A-D) 

Other useful documents include: 

Recorded Magnetic Tape for Information Interchange (800 CPI, 
NRZI, ANSI Document No. X3.22-1973) 

Recorded Magnetic Tape for Information lnterchanqe (lfiOO CPl, 
PE, ANSI Document No. X3.39-1973) 

1.5 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

Figure 1-1 illustrates a TU4S/TM02 Tape Drive System configuration. 
Each TM02 can control up to eight slave TU45 Tape Transports. In 
turn, each Massbus Controller can control up to eight TM02 Tape 
Controllers. ThUS, a maximum of 64 TU45 Tape Transports could be 
interfaced to a Massbus Controller. 



RH111RH70 
MASS BUS 

CONTROLLER 

TM02 
TAPE 

CONTROLLER 

DRIVE 0 

TM02 
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cs- 1619 

Figure' 1-1 TU45lTM02 Tape Dr i ve 
system Configuration 

1.6 OPERATING PROCEDURES 

1.6.1 'APPli~atlon of Power' 

1. I f the 861 power· Contro ller REMOTE ON/OFF/LOCAL ON swi tch Is 
in the REMOTE ON position, TU45/TM02 power is controlled by 
the processQr POWER key switch. This method 15 used in 
normal operation. 

2. If the processor POWER key switch is not activated, TU45/TM02 
power may be turned on locally by setting the 861 Power 
Controller REMOTE ON/OFF/LOCAL ON switch to LOCAL -ON. This 
method may be used duting maintenance. 
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1.6.2 Tape Handling 

WARRANTY 

Removable ~edla involve use, handling, 
and maintenance which are beyond DEC's 
direct control. DEC disclaims 
responsibility tor performance of the 
equipment when operated with media not 
meeting DEC specifications or with media 
not maintained in accordance with 
procedures approved by DEC. DEC shall 
not be liable for damages to the 
equipment or to media resultinq from 
such operation. 

The operator should observe the followinq precautions when handling 
magnetic tape: 

t. Always handle a tape reel by the hub hole; squeezing the 
reel flanges can cause damaqe to the tape edges when winding 
or unwinding tape. 

2. Never touch the portion of tape between the BOT and EDT 
markers. Oil from finqers attracts dust and dirt. Do not 
allow a tape end to draq on the floor. 

3. Never use a contaminated reel of tape; this spreads dirt to 
clean tape reels and can affect tape transport operatIon. 

4. Always store tape reels inside their 
Keep empty containers closed so 
inside. 

respective containers. 
dust and dirt cannot get 

5. Inspect tapes, reels, and containers for dust and dirt. 
Replace damaged take-up reels. 

6. Do not smoke near the transport or tape storage area. 
Tobacco smoke and ash are especially damaging to ~ape. 

7. Do not place the TU45 Tape Transport near a line printer or 
other dev1ce that produces paper dust. 

8. Clean the tape path (see TU45 Manual). 

1.7 MAGNETIC TAPE FUNDAMENTALS - DEFINITIONS 

1. Reference Edge - The edge of the tape as defined by Figure 
1-2. For tape loaded on.a TU45, the reference edge is toward 
the observer. 

1-5 



2 • B () T ( Be q inn i n <J 0 f Tap e) r,4 arK. e r - Are f 1 € C t j ve s t rip pIa c e don 
the nonoxide side of the tape, aoainst tne reference edge, 15 
feet (+/-1 tt) from the beqinnlnq of the tape. 

3. [OT (End of rape) ~arker - A retl~ctivp stria placed on tnp 
non 0 x ide 5 ide 0 f the tap e, a q a i r~ s t t t; e non r f:"' t ere nee e d q E', 25 
to 30 feet from the trailing eoqe ot thp tare. 

4. Nine-Channel Recording - Eiqht tracks of ri~td rlus one tracK 
of vertical parity. Fioure 1-3 sno~s t~e relatjonshio 
between track and bit ~eillht for a nine-c~anrpl transport. 

5. Tape Character - A hit recorded in each of the nine channels. 

b. Recor~ - A series of consecutive tape characters. 

7. file - An undefined number ot re~orrls (~i~irrum = zero, no 
maxirrum). 

R.. 

10. 

Interrecord Gap (IH~) - A lenoth of erased tane 
separate records (0.5 in. _mirimum for nine-track: 
IRG Is 25 ft). 

Llseri to 
rnaxirrum 

Extended IRG - A lenath of er~sed 

optionally used to separate records. 
BOT and the first record. 

tape (3 In. minimum) 
It must be used hetween 

Tape Sneed The speed at whicn tape rroves PAst 
read/write heads; normally stated in inches per second. 

the 

11. Tape Density - The density of sequential characters on the 
tape. It is normally specified in bytes per inCh (bpi). 
This is equiv~lent to Characters per inch (cpil, since 800 
bpi means ttldt tr1ere dre AI)O tape crlaracters per inch of 
tape. 

1 i • W r 1 t e f:n a h 1 e Hi no - A r lJ b b err in 9 A r. i cr. IT: IJ S toe 1 n 5 e r t p don 
the supply reel to allo~ the trAnsport to write on the 
particular tapp. This safety feAture helps prevent 
accid~ntal dpstrurtinn nf oreviously recorderi data. 

13. Tape Mark (T~) - A recorri ~ritten on the tape to deSignate 
the end of a tilp; sometimes referred to as a file m~rk 
( F' r·1 K ) • I nth e S L A V E I r! < 0 2, t r. e t d P e mar k 1 sal 'Ai a y s pre c e e d e d 
by an extended IPG. 



PERTEC 
DESIGNATION 

5 

7 

3 

P 

2 

1 

0 

6 

4 

TAPE 
LEADER 

. ..4IIIi~--- SUPPLY 
REEL 

10-1265 

Fiqure 1-2 Reference Edge of Tape 

DIGITAL DIGITAL 
DESIGNATION DESIGNATION 

BIT WT 
22 RD 0 

2 2 0 RD 1 

3 24 RD 2 

4 P RD 3 

5 2 5 RD 4 

6 2' RD 5 

7 27 RD 6 

B 21 RD 7 

9 23 
HEAD RD P 

CABLE READ AMPS 
READ HEAD 

Figure 1-3 Track-Bit Weight RelationShip 
for Nine-Channel Transport 

1.8 TU45/TM02 RECORDING TECHNIQUES 

1.8.1 NRZI (Non-return t~ Zero - Change on a 1) 

PERTEC 
DESIGNATION 

RD 7 

RD 6 

RD 5 

RD 4 

RD 3 

RD 2 

RD 1 

RD 0 

RD P 

CS-1883 

i.8.1.1 Definition - NRZI Is a recording technique which requires a 
change of state (flux change) to wrIte a 1, and no change of state (no 
flux change) to write a O. 
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1.8.1.2 Format - Cyclic Redundance CheCK Character (CReC) - A check 
character that is written tour cnaracter spaces after the last 
character ot an NRZI record (nine-channel only). epee is derived by a 
complex mathematical for~ula applied to the characters written in the 
record. The result of this manipulation (CRee) can be used to recover 
a los·t bit in a record read from tape. 

Longitudinal Parity Check Character (LRCC) -.A check character written 
four Character spaces after CRee (nine-Channel). LPCC consists of one 
bit of even parity tor each track of data. For exarrple, it trdck 1 
had an odd number of 1s written in a record, then a 1 must be ~ritten 
in the LRCe bit associated witn track 1 (occurs at reset ot write 
drives). 

Tape MarK • A nine-channel NRZI tape mark ConSists of' one tape 
character (23(8), followed by seven blank spaces, and then LRCC 
(23(8». (CRCe is not written.) Fiqure 1-4 illustrates nine-channel 
NRZI tape format. 

1.8.2 PE (Phase Encoding) 

1.R.2.1 Definition - Phase enCOdlnq is a recorojng technique in WhiCh 
a flux reversal occurs tor each hit of information written on the 
tape. A 1 can be defined as a positive level follo~ed by a' neqative 
transition, while a 0 can be definpd as a neqative level followed by a 
positive transition. 

OXIDE SURFACE .. 

r-----, 
I I 
I I 

REFERENCE EXTENDED 
EDGE IRG 

BOT MARKER 

(

ON OTHER) 
SIDE OF 
TAPE 

RECORD 
~ 

RECORD 

~ 
TAPE MARK 

1""""1 

EXTENDED 
IRG 

TAPE MARK 

CHARACTER 

Fiqure 1-4 NRZI For~at (Nine-Channel) 

~ 25 FT. 

EOT MARKER 

(

ON OTHER) 
SIDE OF 

TAPE 

IO-126~ 



Sequential flux transitions on the tape are either at the data rate or 
at twIce the data rate. SequentIal 15 or sequential 05 will cause 
~lux reversals to occur at twice the data rate: . 

10-1271 

Alternate 15 and 05 cause flux reversals to occur at the data rate: 

10-1269 

1.8.2.2 Format - To ensure proper extraction of PE data from the 
serial stream of transitions comlnq off the tape, PE data must be 
Irecorded in a precise format. A PE record consists of preamble, data, 
and postamble. 

1. Preamble - Forty characters of 0s in all nine tracks, 
followed by a character of 15 in all nine tracks. 

2. Postamb1e· One character of 1s In ~ll nine tracks, followed 
by 40 characters of 0s In all nine tracks, 

The PE read 
transitions. 

electronics 
For example, 

DATA 

WINDOW 

DATA TRANSITION 

uses a 

1-9 

data window to 1solate data 

10-1270 



Zeros 1n the preamble are used to set the window in position when 
reading in a forward direction, while Os in the postamble perform this 
function when reading in the reverse direction. The all-1s character 
in the preamble and postamble is used to mark the begInning and end of 
data. 

Tape Mark - A PE tape mark consists of forty Os in tracKS 1, 2, 4, 5, 
and 8 (bit positions 2, 0, P, 5, and 1) with tracKS 3, 6, 7, and 9 
(bit positions 4, 6, 7, and 3) erased. (See Figure 1-3 tor the 
DIgital to Pertee designation conversion). 

Ident1ficat1on Burst (lOB) - The lOB identifl~s the tape as beinq a p~: 
tape. It consists of alternating Is and Os in the parity traek (track 
4) with all other trac~s eras~d. The lOB is located at BOT, and has a 
minimum length of 1.7 in. Figure 1-5 illustrates PE tape format. 

~TENDED IRG IRG 
1.7·".N. I 3.0·M.N.-...... I--------RECORD -----...... ---0.6" NOMINAL---'" 

PREAMBLE: 41 CHAR. 

O.!5"MIN. ~----DMA----~ POSTAMBLE : 41 CHAR. 

1111111111111111111111 

I 
IDENTIFICATION BURST 

I ,...-------1 

2 3 91111111111111111 

21 811111 11111111111 

27 7 11111111111111 II 

26 6111111111 1111111 

2 5 !5 I II 11111 I 1111111 

P 4111 1111111111111 

11111111111111111-----------

11111111111111111----------

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ..------::=MOST SIGNIFICANT 

11111111111111111-----------

III 1111111 I IIIIII----------=---

11111111111111111-----------

11111111111111111-----------

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I __ ............... .::;;..._L_E_AS_T_S_IG_N_IF_IC.:...A...:..N:..:..T __ _ 

I BOT TAB : 
~-------' 11111111111111111-----------1111111 

TRACK' NUMBER * 
NOTE 1. TAPE IS SHOWN WITH OXIDE SIDE UP. 

REFERENCE EDGE 

Figure 1-5 PE Recording Format 

* See Figure 1-3 for 'DIgItal to Pertee desIgnatIon conversiQn. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The TU45/TM02 Tape Drive system (Figure 2-1) interfaces with the 
central processor (CPU) via the Massbuss Controller. However, the 
Massbus Controller is almost transparent to the CPU, and the CPU 
operates as though it were controlling the drive directly. 

The TU45/TM02 interfaces with the Massbus Controller via the Massbus. 
The Massbu! consists of an aSYnChronoUS contrOl bus with its 
associated control lines, and 8 synchronous data bUS with its 
associated control lines. Transactions on the control bus control the 
TU45/TM02 and determine its status, while transactions on the data bus 
transfer data to or from the TU45/TM02. Because the data and control 
buses operate independently, the Massbus Controller can monitor drive 
status while a data transfer operation is being performed. Table 2-1 
lists the Massbus interface signals and their functions. 

The TM02 can control up to eIght TU45 Tape Transports via the slave 
bus. All TU4S'S controlled by a TM02 ar~ "daisY~Chained" on the slave 
bus (Figure 1-2). Essentially, this means ,that the TU4S's are 
configured in parallel with each other •. The slave bus conSists of 
slave (TU45) select lines, write data lines, read data lines, 
transport control 11nes, and various 1U45 status lines. Table 2-2 
lists the slave nus 1nterface signals and their functions. Fiqure 2-2 
shows the Massbus and slave bus s1gnals connecting the TM02, with the 
TU45 and ~assbus Controller. 
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CPU 

RH11/RH70 
MASS BUS 

CONTROLLER 

ITU45n:;;O~PE-;S;;;- - - ---, 
I 

TM02 
TAPE 

CONTROLLER 

~----tl 
SLAVE 
TAPE 

TRANSPORT I 
1.-----,1 

m~7 I OTHER 
TU45 I TRANSPORTS I 

L ______ ~_.J 
CS - 1615 

Figure 3-1.TU4S/TM02 In System Conflquratlon 



Table 2-1 
Massbus Interface Signals 

SIGNAL 
Data Bus 

Data Lines [0(0:17») 

Data Lines parity (OPA) 

Sync Clock (SCLK) 

Write Clock (WCLK) 

Run (PUN) 

End of BloCK (ESL) 

Exception CEXC) 

occupied (OCC) 

Control Bus 
Control Lines [C(0:15») 

FUNCTION 
These bldirectional lines transmit 18 
parallel data bits to or from the TM02. 

This bidirectional line transmits the 
data parity bit (odd parity) to or from 
the TM02. Data parity is simultaneously 
transmitted with the bits on the Data 
lines. 

During a data write, this line transmits 
SCLK from the TM02 to request write data 
from the Massbus Controller. During a 
data read, this line transmits SCLK to 
the Massbus Controller to indicate that 
read data Is present on the Data lines. 

During a data write, this line transmits 
WCLK rrom the Massbus Controller to 
strObe write data into the TM02. 

This line transmits RUN from the Massbus 
Controller to initiate data transfer 
execution. 

Normally, this line transmits EBL from 
the TM02 at the end of each record. 
However, for certain abnormal conditions 
Where it is necessary to terminate the 
transport operation Immediately, EBL is 
transmitted prior to the end of the 
record. 

This bidirectional line transmits EXC 
from the TM02 to indicate that an error 
has occurred during data transfer. In 
some systems, EXC H can also be 
transmitted over this line from the 
controller to abort an in-progress data 
tranSfer. 

During a data transfer (read/write), 
this bidirectional line transmits oce 
from the TM02 to indicate that a 
transport has control of the data bUS. 
Once asserted, this s1gna1 prevents any 
other transport from using" the d~ta bUS. 

These bidirectional lines transmit 16 
parallel control or status bits to or 
from the TM02. 



Table 2-1 (Cont.) 
Massbus Interface Signals 

Control Lines Parity (CPA) This bidirectional line transmits 
control lines parity (odd parIty) to or 
from the TM02. Control parity Is 
simultaneously transrrltted with the bits 
on the Control lines. 

Drive Select [05(0:2)] These three lines transrrlt a three-bit 
binary code from the Massbus Controller 
to select a particular drive (TM02l. 

Register Select [RS(O:4)] These five lines transmit a five-bit 
binary code from th~ Massbus Controller 
to select one of the ten TM02 registers. 

Controller to Drive eCTOO) This line transmits the CTOD signal trom 
the Massbus Controller to indicate in 
which direction data 1s to be 
transferred on the Control lines. for a 
controller-to-drive transfer, the 
controller assertes eTOD. Conversely, 
for a drive-to-controller transfer, the 
controller negates eTOD. 

Demand (OEM) This line transmits DEM from the Massbus 
Controller to initiate a control bus 
transfer (initiate "handshake"). 

Transfer (TRA) This signal is asserted by the drive in 
response to DEM. For a 
~ontroller-to-drive transfer, TRA 1s 
asserted when the data Is strobed and is 
neqated when DEM is negated. For a 
drlve-to-controller transfer, TRA 1s 
asserted after the data Is asserted on 
the bus and negated when the neqation of 
OEM, is received. 

Attention (ATTN) Thjs line transmits ATTN from the TM02 
to indicate that an abnormal condition 
or t ran s p 0 r t s.t a t usc nan g-e. has 0 c cur red 
in the drive. 

Initialize (INIT) This l1ne transmits IN!T from the 
~assbus Controller to initiali~e all 
TM02's and transports on the daisy 
c h a in. I NIT 1 s t ran s mit ted at soy 5 t e rr 
start-up or when~ver the Massbus 
Controller issues an initialize command. 
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Table 2-1 (Cont.) 
Massubs Interface Signals 

Massbus Fall (MASSFAIL) This line transmits ~ASSFAIL L negated from 
the Massbus Controller to indlcate t~at the 
controller power supPly is operating 
properly. If the controller power supplY 
fails, ~ASSFAIL L is asserted, thus 
initializing the TM02 logic as well as 
preventinq it from accepting erroneous 
control bus information. 

Table 2-2 
Slave Bus Interface Siqnals 

SLAVE. BUS SIGNAL 

Slave Select rSS(o:2fJ 

Forward (FWD) 
Reverse (REV) 
Rewind (RWND) 
Write Enable (WRITE) 

Slave Set Pulse 
(SLAVE SET PLS) 

Stop (STOP) 

Enable Motion Delay (EMD) 

Accelerate (ACCL) 

Write Data [WD(O:7,P)] 

Record (REe) 

Density Select [OEN(O:2)] 

FUNCTIO~ 

Trese lines select one out of eight 
possible TU45 Transports for command 
execution. 

These are the four command lines which 
determine TU45 operation. 

This signal initiates TU45 response 
to the four command lines. 

This signal causes the TU45 to terminate 
motion. (Does not apply to rewind, 
which terminates independently). 

This signal enables the TU45 (M8921) to 
gate out a coded motion delay presp.t 
onto the read lines. 

Asserted by the TM02 while ·the transport 
is qettinq up to speed or not movlnQ 
tape. Not asserted while the lOB 1s 
being written. 

These nine lines transmit the data to be 
written by the TU45. 

A pulse that causes data to be written 
on tape. 

These three lines control the deosltyat 
which data is written 'on tape. They 
must also represent the density of tape 
data during a read operation. 



Table 2-2 (cont.) 
Slave Bus Interfac~ Signals 

CloCk: (CLOCK) 

Write Clock (WRT eLK) 

LRC Strobe (LRC STRB) 

Read Data [RD(O:7,P)] 

A 240-kHz ClOCK generated in the TU45, 
MTA (M8921), present at all tImes when 
the unit is. on-line. 

ThIs ClOCK 15 transmitted to the TM02 by 
a powered, on-line TU45 loaded with tape 
when it is running at speed CAeCL not 
asserted). The frequency of WRT eLK is 
a function of the DEN lines, and 

. controls the write timing frequency. 

Asserted by the TM02 prior to the REC 
PULSE that writes the LRC character. 

These nine lines transmit read data from 
the TU45 to the TM02. (They' also 
transmit the motion delay preset). 

Read Strobe Delay Over (RSDO) A Rea.d Strobe 
transport at 
in NRZI mode. 

pulse generated by the 
th'e end of· the skew delay 

Beginning of Tape (BOT) 

End of Tape (EOT) 

Rewind status (RWS) 

7-Channel (7 CH) 

Slave Present (SPR) 

Medium On-Line (MOL) 

Tape Unit Ready (TUR) 

Settle Down (SDWN) 

Phase Encoded StatuS'(PES) 

Slave Attention (SLA) 

Asserted when the TU45 detects 
beginning-of-tape marker. 

Asserted when the TU45 det~cts 
end-of-tape marker. 

the 

the 

Asserted while the selected TU45 is 
performing a rewind operation. 

Always negated by a selected TU45. 

Asserted by a selected, powered TU45. 

Asserted by a selected powered TU45 
which 15 loaded with tape. 

. . 
Asse~ted by a selected ~U45 to indicate 
that tape motion has st~~ped. 

Asserted while the transport is 
decelerating, until it has stopped. . . 
Asserted by a TU45 when instruc~ed to 
operate in PE mode (OEN2 asserted). 

Asserted by a TU45 when 
on-line. 

it comes 



L 

f, 

Table 2-2 (Cont.) 
Slave Bus Interface Signals 

Set Slave status Chanqe 
(SEt SSe) 

Write LOCK (WRL) 

Interchange Read (IPO) 

Drive Type [DT(0:2)] 

SERIAL ~UMBER [SNCO:15)1 

Drive Clear Pulse 
(DPV CLR PLS) 

Initialize Pulse (IN!T PLS) 

+5V 

Asserted at the completion of a rewind 
or when the unit comes on-line. It is 
also pulse~ when the transport goes 
off-line or wh~n the TU4S power fails. 
This line may be asserted by any slave, 
selected or not. 

~sserted when the selected TU45 detects 
that the write enarle rinq has been 
removed from the tape reel. 

A maintenance function Which inhibits 
on~the-fly error correction, 1n PE mode. 

In the TU45 (MTA, ~~921), these three 
bits are always asserted as follows: 

OTU 0 
OT1 1 
012 0 

These 16 lines contain the BCD code of 
the last four diaits of the serial 
number of the selected TU45. 

~hen asserted by t~e tM02, DRV DLR PLS 
clears SLA in the selected TU45. 

when asserted by the controller, INIT 
PLS L clears SLA and terminates tape 
motion (except rewinds) in all on-line 
transports. 

The TM02 supplies this voltaoe to power 
the slave bus terminator networks. 
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DATA LINES PARITY 
"" .. 

A 9 LINES) 
IWDO TO IWDP ) WD L DATA 9 LINES V ,. UNES) DATA LINES v r 

'" ..... A 

V ISLT 0 TO ISLT7 
3 LINES) r SS (0-2) L 

DATA ~ RUN v ~ 9 LINES 
BUS REC L "" END OF BLOCK IWDS (DATA STROBE) 

EXCEPTION 
. ACCL L 

IWARS (LRC) 

SYNC CLOCK 
LRC STRB L 

ISFC (FWD) 

WRITE CLOCK 
STOP L 

ISRC (REV) 

OCCUPIED DRV CLR PLS L 
IRWC (RWD) 

EMD L 
IRWU (UNLOAD) 

SLAVE SET PLS L 
ISWS (WRITE) 

IDDS (DENSITY) 

" FWD, REV, 
4 LlNES-/ RWND, WRITE L 

IN IT PLS L 

" DEN (0-2) H 3 LINES) 

MASSBUS TM02 TAPE + 5 V (FOR TERMINATORS ONL yt MTA TU45 
CONTROLLER CONTROLLER ( M8921 ) TRANSPORT 

A ..... 
CONTROL LINES PARITY V SLAVE SERIAL V IRDO TO IRDP DATA 

16 LINES 
'" 9 LINES 

V " 
"'" NUMBER (0-15) L 

16 LlNE~ A" 
,... 

CONTROL LINES IROS (I'flZ DATA STROBE) 

~ V DT(0-2)L 3 LINES 
"" DRIVE TYPE ILDP (BOT) .. .. 

~ " IEOT (I::OT) 
DRIVE SELECT 3 LINES) < RD L 9 LINES IFPT (FILE PROTECT) 

CONTROL 
or 

CONTROLLER TO DRIVE "CLOCK L IRWD (REWINDING) 
BUS 

Jo,. WRT CLK L lRDY (READY) 

5 LINES> REGISTER SELECT BOT L IOL ( ON-LINE) 

DEMAND 
y 

EOT L 

TRANSFER WRL L 

ATTENTION RWS L 
\ 

INITIALIZE RSDO L 

MASS FAIL SET SSC L ... 
SLA L 

TUR L 

SDWiII L 
j 

7 CH L 
~ 

SPR L 

MOL L 

PES L 

MASSBUS INTERFACE 
CS -1606 

Figure 2-2 Interface Signals 



2.2 SYSTEM OPERATION 

Fiqure 2-3 is a block diagram of the TU45/TM02, and shows the major 
functional groups, control lines, and data oaths. The following 
paragraphs describe these functional qroups. 

2.2.1 Massbus Interface (M8909) 

The Massbus Interface interfaces the TU45/TM02 with the Massbus 
Controller. It contains circuitry which decodes the Drive Select 
signals on the Massbus. If enabled by the proper Drive Select address 
code, the Massbus Interface can c~rry on the "handshake" operations, 
with the Massbus Controller, which read and write TM02 reqisters. The 
most important of the TM02 reqisters, the Control register, is located 
In the Massbus Interface. The Massbus Controller writes the function 
code of the next operation to be performed into the Control rea1ster. 
The MaSSbUs Interface decodes this register and qenerates the 
approoriate control signals (FWD, REV, PWND, ~PITE) to control the 
TU45 and various TM02 functions. 

The Massbus Interface contains several other reqisters: the Error 
register and Attention Summary reqister can be read by the Massbus 
Controller to determine TU45/TM02 st~tus; the Frame Count register 
may also be read by the Massbus Controller to determine TU45/TM02 
status, and is critical for proper operation of the tape drive. The 
Frame Count register must be loaded prior to a space or write 
operation with the number (1n 25 complement form) of records to he 
spaced or tape characters to be written. This register is incremented 
as the operation proceeds, and will terminate the operation with 
reqister overflow. 

The Massbus Interface decodes the Control reqister to determine that a 
data transfer operation is to be performed. Wnen this is the case, it 
generates DeC on the M~ssbus to notify the.controller and other drives 
that it has occupied the data bus, and enables the Bit Fiddler. 

2.2.2 Bit Fiddler (M8906) 

The Bit Fiddler interfaces the TU45/TM02 data 
Controller; it contains circuitry that 
transfers on the data bus of the Massbus. 

paths to the Massbus 
performs synchronous data 

The 8it Fiddler is enablea for operation by the Massbus Interface with 
SF ENABLE H. The mode of Bit Fiddler operation 1s determined by 
control lines: FM~ 0-3 (tape character format), ~P]TE H (direction of 
the transfer, i.e., read or write), and FWD H (direction. of tape 

"motion, i.e., forward or reverse). WRITE H and FWD H are decodes of 
the Control register function bits. FMT 0-3 are the Tape Control 
register format bits, and are decoded in the Bit Fiddler. 

During a write operation, the Massbus Controller places an la-bit data 



Upon receiving WCLK, the Bit Fiddler strobes 1n the word on the data 
bus, performs a data bus parity check, and begins disassembling the 
18-bit data word into a-b1t characters. (Vertical parity bits are 
added at a later stage.) After generating WCLK, the controller places 
the next data word on the data bus. When the Bit Fiddler has finished 
disassembling the previous data word, it issues another SCLK, receives 
another WCLK, and strobes In the next data word for disassembly. rne 
process continues until all the dat.a has been transferred (precluding 
occurrence of data errors or other failures). 

During a read operation, the Bit Fiddler assembles 8-bit characters 
into IS-bit data words. When the 18-bit data word has been assembled, 
it Is placed on the data bUS along with a parity bit (OPA), and the 
Bit Fiddler generates an SCLK pulse. When the Massbus Controller 
receives SCLK, it strobes In the data on the data bUS. The Bit 
Fiddler continues to assemble data characters into l8-bit data worns, 
and notifIes the controller that a data word Is available hy 
generating SeLKe As In a write operation, the method of assembly is 
d@termined by the FMT 0-3, WRITE H, and FWD H signals input to the Bit 
Fiddler. 

2.2.3 Maintenance Register Module (M890S-VA) 

The Maintenance Register module Is part of the read data oath: read 
data is multiplexed through th~ ~aintenance ~eqlster module from the 
PE or NRZI read circuitry (M8901-YC or M8Q04-YA) to the 8it Fiddler. 
The Maintenance Register module also contains the Tape Control 
regIster, the Check Character register, and the Maintenance register. 
The Tape Control register contains Slave Select bits, which are 
translated to slave bus signals (5S 0-2) and determine which TI}45 will 
perform the operations speCified by the Massbus Controller. This 
register also contains tape data torTat and density information. 
Therfore, the Tape Control reaister must be properly loaded hy thp 
Massbus Controller prior to the specification ot a particular 
functional operation. 

The Maintenance Register module plays an import~nt role in maintenance 
mode operation. By writing into the Maintenance reqister (P03), the 
Massbus Controller can select one of several ~aintenance modes. These 
modes allow: 

1. Testing of various T~02 circuits independertly of the TU45. 

2. Testinq of the TU45/TM02 under tiqhter operation criteria. 
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Figure 2-3 TU45/TM02 Block Diagram (sheet 1 of 2) 
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2.2.4 Tape Control-NRZI ~odule (M8904-YA) 

The Tape Control-NRZI module performs functions relating only to NRZI 
data storage and retrieval. Durinq an NRZI read operatior, the Tape 
Control-NRZI ~odule is part of the read data path. When informed by 
the Slave Clock and ~otion Delay module that a tape character is 
available [RSDO L (Pead Strobe Delay Over) asserted], the Tapp 
Control-NRZI qenerates RDS H (Read Strobe) and strobes the tape 
character from the Tape Control Common Mode module (M8903-Y~) into an 
NRZ Read Latch. The output of the latch, multiplexed throuqh the 
Maintenance Register module, becomes available to the Att Fiddler. 

During an NRZT read operation, the Tape Control-NFZI module also 
generates and checks LRCC (Longitudinal Parity Check Character) and 
CReC (Cyclic Redundancy Check Character), checks vertical parity, 
detects tape marks (file marks), and determines that the minimum 
criteria for normal termination have been met. 

During an NRZI write operation, the Tape Control-NRZI module aenerates 
the CRCe and controls the timinq for writing the tape mark (TM) 
character. 

2.2.5 Data Sync-PE Module (M8901-YCl 

The Data Sync module (one of three) Is part of the PE read data path. 
It processes PE read data from the Tape Control Common Mode (TCCM) 
Mpdule (M8q03-Y~), converting the PE inforrration to binary and 
deskewing the data. It operates with the Tape Control-Pf module 
(M8902-YA) to detect preamble, data, postamble, and TM. It also 
performs on-the-fly error correction based on Vertical ParIty Errors 
(VPE) detected by the Tape Control-PE module. 

The Oata Sync-PE module performs no wr!te data path operations. 
However, it does do a read-after-write during PF write operations. 

2.2.6 Tape Control-PE Module (M8902-YA) 

During a PE read operation, the Tape Control-PE module (M8902-YA) 
operates with the Data Sync module to detect preamble, data, 
postamble, and TM. It ~lso checks for vertical parity errors and PE 
format errors. 

During a PE write operation, the Taoe Control-PE module establishes 
the tIming for writinq the preamble, data, and postamble. 
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2.2.7 Tape Control Common Mode Module (M8903-YA) 

The TeCM module CM8903-YA) contains tape control functions that are 
used by both PE and NRZI modes. The TeeM module generates ClOCK 

:waveforms used throughout the TM02 from a base ClOCK frequency it 
rece~ves from the TU45 vi~ the slave bus. It also plays a role in the 
control of TU45 tape motion and the synchronization of TU45 tape 
motion to TM02 operations. 

When the Control register is loaded with a function code requiring 
tape motion, the function code is decoded by the Massbus Interface, 
and a FWD, REV or RWND signal is applied to the TU45 via the slave 
bus. Soon .after, a DRIVE SET Pulse is generated by the Massbus 
Interface to initialize TM02 circuitry. DRIVE SET Pulse enters t~e 
TeCM module and produces SLAVE SET Pulse and EMD (Enable Motion Delay) 
- both of which are transmitted to the Transport via the slave bUS. 
SLAVE SET Pulse sets a motion flip-flop in· the MTA (M8921 module), and 
thereby initiates tape motion. EMD causes a preset to be applied on 
the Read Data lines of the slave bus by the ClOCK and Motion Delay in 
the MTA (M8921), and loads a Motion Delay Counter in the TCCM wlt~ the 
preset. The counter is then upcounted to 2 to the 14th power at which 
time ACCL H 1s negated, the TU45 Is ~ow assumed to be up to speed. 
ACCL negated 1s transmitted from the TeeM module to various TM02 
circuitry, and to the transport, as· notification that the TU45 is at 
speed. A similar motion delay 1s generated upon termination of a 
motion command, In whiCh ACCL H is asserted, and the TeCM issues STOP 
L to th,e TU45, causing the transport to cease tape motion. 

During a read operation, read data is multiplexed from the slave bUS 
Read Data lines (and the TM02 slave bUS receivers), through the TeeM 

,module, to the Data Sync module (for PEl or Tape Control-NRZI module 
(for NRZI). 

During a write operation, data is inputted to the TeeM module from the 
Bit Fiddler. The TCC~ generates vertical parIty bits for the data 
characters to form nine-bit characters for transfer to tape. The TeeM 
controls the timing for writing the LRCC and CRee. It also contains a 
Write Multiplex and Write Buffer, which: 

1. Convert binary Characters to PE mode. 

2. Multiplex 0·5 and 1·s to write PE preambles and postambles. 

3. Multiplex the gene.rated CRee onto' the write 'data path. 

4. Force lOB (identification burst) and TM (tape marK) character 
patterns onto the write data path. 
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Data in the TCC~ Write Huffer is output via slave bus drivers to the 
TU45, along with REC L (SH). REC L (Record) is derived from WRT CL~ 
(SA), generated in the SLAVE ClOCK and Motion Delay ~oms module 
(M8921) its frequency depends on the mode (PE/NRZI) and density In 
which the write operation Is performed. 

2.2.8 ~TA Logic Module (M8921) 

The MTA Logic Module (MS921) interfaces the T~02 Motion Control 
siqnals and write data path to the rU45. 

Write Data Path - Input to the ~TA circuitry of each track Is the data 
line corresponding to that track. PE write data has been converted 
from binary to PE mode in the TeeM module. NRZJ write data Is still 
in binary mode dnd is converted to ~RZI mode (transition for 1'5, no 
transition for O's) in the TU45. The write Data .signals are then 
applied to the write heads. 

Tape Motion - The MTA module contains motion control flip-flops and 
various sequencing circuits. The sequencing circuits provide smooth 
~echanical operation, which protects data and hardware. The 
flip-flops enable capstan rotation. These flip-flops are controlled 
by the T~02 via the slave bus when the TU45 is on-line. when the TU45 
is on-line and tne MIA receives a motion/write com~and from the TM02, 
the flip-flop correspondlnq to that command will be set upon receipt 
of SLAVE SET pulse, 3t which time the motion ~ill commence (the write 
amplifiers will be enabled). Receipt of STOP L frorr the T~02 causes 
the motion flip-flops to be reset, and the motion terminates. 

2.2.9 Slave Clock and Motion Delay on MTA (M8921) 

The Slave Clock and Motion Delay LOGIC (MB921) generates clock signals 
(CLOCK and WRT eLK) used by the TM02. CLOC~ is a 240-kHz clock 
transmitted via the slave bus by a selected, on-line, and powered TU45 
loaded with tape. CLOCK 1s used in the TM02 to generate other clock 
sIgnals, Which perform various housekeeping functions. The frequency 
of WRT eLK depends on the selected mode (PE/NRZI) and densIty. It is 
transmitted to the TM02 by a selected, on-line TU45 loaded with tape 
when it is running at speed. WRT CLK plays a crucial role 1n the TM02 
during read and write operations. The Slave ClOCk ana Motion Delay 
logic (M8921), also generates presets for the Motion Delay Counter In 
the TeCM module. The presets are multiplexed onto the slave bus Read 
Data lines whenever the MTA receives EMD (Enable Motion Delay) from 
the TM02. 

2.2.10 Read Head and Read Amplifiers 

The read head converts Changes in magnetic flux on the tape into 
voltage signals which are then amplified by the Read Amplifiers in 
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TU45. 

When reading In.NRZI mode, the Read Ampllfer of each track produces 
output level for each Cha~ge of magnetic flux on Its tape track 
(Figure 2-7). These levels will be strobed into the TM02 read logic. 
Zero bits are recognized by no change in flux on a track when at least 
one Qther track has flux·change. Because of parity conventions, each 
character on the tape wilt hav~ at least ·one flux change on one of the 
tape tracks. 

When reading in PE mode, the Read Ampllfer output tor each traCk will 
coincide with the direction of flux on its track (Fiqure 2-7). 
Because of the nature of phase encoding, each track of PE data 
contains al1'of the information necessary to decode it. 

2.3 WRITE DATA PATH 

The write data path, shown In the TU45/TM02 block diagram (Figure 
2-3), Is discussed In this section in greater detall (Figure 2-4'-. 

To write data on tape, the Massbus C~ntroller, after loading the Tape 
Control register and the Frame Count register, loads the write data 
function code into the Control register, Place~ data on the data bUS, 
and asserts RUN H to the TM02. When the TM02 is ready to accept a 
data word it asserts SCLK to the Massbus Controller, which reponds by 
asserting WCLK to the TM02. 

The data word, transmitted over the Massbus, 15 received in ,the TM02 
by the Massbus Receivers (M5903 or M5903-Y~) and applied to the Bit 
Fiddler Write Buffer. When WCLK is received by the TM02, the data 
word is strobed into this buffer. The Bit Fiddler Write Multiplex now 
disassembles the data word by mult1plexing different portions of the 
word onto the eight Write Data Bit Fiddler Output (WDBFO) lines.' Some 
of these l1nel may"not eontain true data, but may b~ forced high or 
low to' conform to the format in which data 1s to be written on tape. 
The manner 1n whiCh the Bit Fiddler operates will be determined by the 
format bits In the Tape Control register. 

The outputs. of the Bit Fiddler are input to the Tape Control Common 
Mode (TeCM) module (M890l-YA) where they are used to gen~rate a 
vertical parity bit for t~e tape character. The Bit Fiddler outputs, 
together with the vertical parity bit, ~re one set:of inputs to th~ 
TeCM Write ~ultlplex. 

The Bit Fiddler outputs, ·along with-the vertical parity b1t, are also 
. input to the Wr1te CRCC Generator on the Tape Control-NRZI module 
(M8904-YA), where 1n NRZI mode they generate the CRee that will be 

'written on the tap~ (nine-track only) at the end of the r~cord. The 
outputs of the CRCe Generator are another set of inputs to the TeeM 
write Multiplex. 

A third set of inputs to the TeCM Write Multiplex are the all l's/O·s. 
These inputs are controlled by the Tape Control-PE circuitry 



(MR902-YA), and are selected by the TeeM Write Multiplex when the 
Preamble or Postamble is written. They cause the all-l's and all-O's 
characters of the PE Preamble and Postamble to be written. 

The fourth set of inputs to the TCCM Write Multiplex are the inverted 
contents of the multiplex that are fed baCK fro~ the TeeM Write 
Buffer. These inverted inputs are used to convert binary Inp~ts to 
the TCCM Write Multiplex into the Phase Encoded (PE) mode. The TeeM 
Write Multiplex and Write Buffer operate together to perform this 
function. 

The output of the hrite Multiplex Is clocked into the Write Buffer. 
In NRZI mode, this clock occurs once for every character written on 
tape. In PE mode, the ClOCK occurs twice for every character written: 
once when normal data is output from the Write Multiplex, and once 
again when inverted data is output from the Write ~ultiplex. It is 
this ooeration that produces phase encodinq in PE mode. Figure 2-5 
ShOWS the timing of Write Multiplex-Write Buffer operation for PE and 
NRZI modes. Note that for NFZI mode the output of the Write Buffer is 
still 1n binary form. The output of the TCeM Write Buffer is then 
applied to signal drivers that tran~mlt the data via the slave bUS to 
the TU45. 

In order to write tape mark (TM) characters or lOB, appropriate codes 
are obtained by clearing selected bits in the Write Buffer and torclnq 
the data lines to their desired values. 

The slave bus Write Data line signals are received by slave bus 
receivers on the MTA module and passed on to the TU45. 

Tl~ing for TeCM and Bit Fiddler write operations 1s derived from WPT 
eLK, which is generated in the TU45 (M8921) and transmitted to the 
TM02. WRT eLK is also gated in the TM02 to produce REC pulses, which 
are transmitted back to the MTA and to the TU45 
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2.4 ~EAD DATA PATH 

(
PHASE ENCODED) 
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The read data path, shown 1n the MTA and TU45/TM02 block d1agram 
(Figure 2-3), 15 discussed in this section in greater detail (Figure 
2"'6) • 

,--, 
As tape moves past the read heads, flux transitions on the tape~cause 
the read heads to produce positive and negat1ve current pulse outputs. 
These current pulse. are-processed in the Read Ampllfers of the TU45 
to yield volta;e levels of the form shown 1n Figure 2-7. The voltage 
levels are transmitted by Line Drivers 1n the MTA across the slave bus 
Read Data llnel to the TM02 TeeM module. The read data is. passed 
through the TeeM Read Multiplex to the three Data Sync (PE) modules 
and the Tape Control-NRZI mOdule. However, the operation of one of 
these modules will be disabled, depending on whether the TM02 1s 
operating In PE or NRZI,mo~e. ' . 

• --' f , 

In NRZt mOde·, the Tape Control-NRZI module, is enabled, and data 1s 
strobed from the TeCM Read'Multip~ex into the Tape Control-NRZI Read 
Latch by RDS (Read Data Strobe). RDS, generated from RSOO (Read 
'strobeDelay Over) transmItted from the TU45 occurs when a valId tape 
character is known'ta be at the output, of the TeCM Re~d -Multiplex. 
~DS also clocks the epce and LRCC Generator, so that the data belnq 
read off the tape can be validated at the end of the read operation by 
comparing the generated CRCC/LRCC against the CRCC and LRCe read off 
the tape. The contents of the Tape Control-NRZI Read Latch .are 
available to the Maintenance Register module (M8905-YA) multiplex. 



In PE mode, the Tape Control-NRZI circuitry 1s disabled while the Data 
SYnc and Tape Control-PE modules are enabled. The Phase encoded data 
is -input to the Data SYnc modules (each module proceases three data 
bits), which sync onto the frequency of the data during the preamble. 
The PE data on each track 1s then 4ecoded and stored in tbe Deskew 
reoister, Only when all the bits of a'charaeter are available in the 
Deskew reoister 1s the character read from the register. Because the 
Deskew register has a capacity of 9X8 bits, a skew of,8-1=7 characters 
can be accommodated by the TM02. 

The output of the Deskew register 1s Input to error correction 
circuitry. If a vertical parity error occurs along with a slnOle dead 
track error, th~ data on the dead track Is corrected on the fly. The 
data (minus parity) Is then output to the Maintenance ~eglster module 
multiplex. 

The Maintenance Register Multiplex passes the data character through 
to the Bit Fiddler, were It Is load~d into position In the Bit Fiddler 
Read Data Buffer. When the Read Data Buffer Is fUll (this .wi1l 
require two or more tape Charaet~rs), the Bit Fiddler issues SCLK to 
the Massbus Controller, 

Read data and SCLK are driven to the Massbus Controller 8ythe MaSlbus 
Drivers (M5903 or M5903-YA). When the controller r~ctlvel SCLK, it 
strObes In the word on~the Data lines of the MallbUS, 
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2.5 REGISTEF FUNCTIONS A~D FO~MATS 

The TM02 contains ten registers, some of which have been mentioned in 
previolls discussions. A .summary of the T;102 reqisters is provided 1n 
Table 2-3. Any of the TM02 registers may be read to determine the 
status of the TU45/TM02 Tape Drive. Some of thp reqisters may be 
written into, thereby controlling TU45/TM02 functions ~nd operating 
parameters. 

The TM02 registers are read and written into by performing "handshake" 
operations on the control bus of the Massbus. A register is loaded by 
the Massbus Controller in the following manner: 

1. The controller places the select code of the desired TM02 on 
the Drive select lines. 

2. The controller places a register select code on the Register 
Select lines. 

3. It asserts CTOD H (Controller To Drive). 

4. It places data on the Control lines. 

5. The controller then asserts OEM H. 

The selected TM02 responds to OEM Hand CTOD H asserted by loading the 
selected regIster with the data on the Control lines. It then asserts 
TRA H. The controller responds bY negating OEM H, which caus~s the 
TM02 to negate TRA HJ the write operation is thereby terminated. 

A TM02 register is read in a similar manner except that CTOD H 15 
negated (step 3) and step 4 15 eliminated. The selected TM02 responds 
to OEM H asserted and CTOO H negated by gating out the contents of the 
selected register onto - the Control lines. It then asserts TRA Hf 
Which, when received by the controller, causes It to strobe in the 
data on the Control lines and negate DEM H. The TM02 responds by 
negating TRA H, thereby terminating the operation. 



The remainder of Section 2-5 provides a more detailed description of 
the TM02 registers and their contents. It is primarily for reference, 
and may be skipped during a first reading. 
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Table 2-3 
TM02 Registers 

00 

IF0/GOI 

10-1274 

(OCTAL) NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION 

00 Control I (CS1) 

01 Status (OS) 

02 Error (ER) 

03 Maintenance (MR) 

04 Attention Summary (AS) 

05 Frame Count (FC) 

Read/write Contains the 
code including 
bit. 

function 
the GO 

Read only Contains all non-error 
status information plus 
the Error Summary bit. 

Read only Contains all error 
indications. 

Read/write Controls diagnostic 
functions. 

Read/write Indicates the Att.ention 
Active status of each 
TM02 (one bit/TM02). 

Read/write For a data transfer 
operation, contains the 
number of tape characters 
to be transferred. 

For a space operation, 
contains the number of 
records to be spaced. 



06 Drive Type (OT) Read only Indicates that transport 
type and status (e.g., 
existing TU45 with power 
applied). 

07 Check Character (CK) Read only For anlNRZI operation, 
contains the CRe error 

. character. 

For a PE operation, 
contains the dead track 
indications. 

10 Tape Control (TC) Read/write Contains the transport 
selection and 
configuration codes. 

11 Serial Number (SN) Read only Contains the last four 
digits of the transport 
serial number. 

2,5,1 Control Register (Register 00(8» 

The Control register is a read/write register (Figure 2-8) Which 
receive. operational commands from the Massbus Controller via the 
control bUS, This re;ister operates in conjUnction with the Tape 
Control reqister to control the operation of the selected transport. 

The TU45/TM02 responds to the 14 function codes listed in Table 2-4. 
If the Control register is loaded with a fuction code (with GO'~lt 
set) that does not agree with those listed in the table, an Illegal 
FUnction Error (ILF) is generated. Thus, an ILF is generated for 
codel 05(8), 12(8), 37(8), but not for 00(8), 02(8), 06(8), 10(8), 
20(8), 1"2~(8), 30(8), etc 

2,5,2 StatuI Register (Register 01(8» 

The statuI register is a 16-bit, read-only register w~i~h stores tne 
tape Iystem status information,. Figure 2-9 ilustrates the statu& 
re~ist~r format and Table 2~~ defines the bit posltio~~. Although the 
statuI register multiplexor 15 located in the TM02, inputs to thiS 
mUltiplexor may be generated either by a selected transport, any 
transport, or the TM02 iOQic itself. Because of this fact, each bit 
position in Table 2-5 Is identified'bY one or more of the following 
deslqnatorl to indicate the origin of the input signal •. 

(55) = Selected transport 
(5) = Any transport 
(M) = TM02 logiC 

2-26 '-" 



2.5.3 Error Register (Register 02(8» 

There are 16 different error conditions that can be detected 1n the 
TU45/TM02 Tape Drive System. The Error register is a 16-bit, 
read-only register which stores all of, the tape 'system error 
indications. 

TU45/TM02 errors are categorized as Class A and Class B. A Class B 
error will terminate an in-progress data transfer: a Class A error 
wIll not. However, the Massbus Controller is notified of any error 
during a data transfer by the immediate assertion of EXC H on the 
Massbus. If the TU45/TM02 is not performing any operation, or is 
performing a rewind (i.e., the GO bit is clear), the controller Is 
immediately notified of an error conditIon by the assertion of ATTN H 
on the Massbus. 

FIgure 2-10 illustrates the Error regIster format and Table 2-6 lIsts 
the error bIt indicators. 

2.5.4 Maintenance Register (Registe~ 03(8» 

The Maintenance registerCM8905-YA)lis a 16-bit, read/write register 
(Figure 2-11) which allows complete diagnostic testing of the TM02 
data paths and error detection circuitry. The Maintenance register 
can configure the data paths tnto four wrap-around loops, each loop 
testing certain TM02 circuits. The Maintenance register data field 1s 
part of these loops, and is used t~ read or write test data into the 
TM02. The wrap-around modes are discussed in more detail in the 
Malntenance Modes pamphlet (Section 3.1). Table 2-7 briefly destribes 
the bits of the Maintenance register. 

2.5.5 Attention ·Summary Register (Register 04(8» 

The Attention Summary register (M8909, sheet 3) is a read/write 
"pseudo-register" which consists of from one to ~ight bits, depending 
on the number of TM02s in the system, The term "pseudo-register" 
refers to the fact that only one register blt positIon is physically 
conta1ned 1n each TM02. This bit position reflects the state df the 
ATA status bit for that TM02. Hence, bit posItion 0 of the Attention' 
Summary reg1ster 15 generated by the ATA bit of ~M02 0, bit positlon~l 
is gen~ratea by the ATA bit of TM02 1, and so on to bit 7. Bits 8 
through 15 are not used. 



Unlike the other drive registers, the Attention Su~mary register Is 
directly selected by the controller without first addressing a 
particular TM02. Thus, for a single Attention Su~mary register read 
operation, every TM02 In the system responds by placing the state of 
its ATA bit in the appropriate bit posit1on on the control bus and 
disabling its remaining 15 control bus transmitters. This control bllS 

configuration appears as a single register output ~hich collectively 
informs the controller of all TM02s that require attentlo~ (i.e., ATA 
= 1). The controller can then selectively examine the Error or status 
registers of each at the affected TM02s to determine the cause of t~e 
individual attention conditions. 

The controller can also write into ~he Attention Summary reqister; 
however, the significance of the bits being written is unique. 
Writing a 1 into a bit position resets the ATA bit in the TM02 
assigned to that bit position: however, writi~q a 0 has no ~ftect. 
This unique writing scheme allows the controller to reset, after 
inspection, all summary bits that were set, without accidentally 
resetting those bits that may have become set in the m@.antime. Tne 
following table illustrates the effects of wrltinq into ar attention 
su~marv bit position: 

ATA Bit Summary Bit ATA Bit 
Before 

0 
1 
0 
1 

FUNCTION 
CODE F(0-5) 
(OCTAL) 

01 

03 

WrItten After 

0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 0 

Table 2-4 
Command Function Codes 

OPERATION 

NO Op 

Rewind Off-llne* 

DESCRIPTION 

Performs no operation. Clears 
GO bit in Control register. 

1 • Initiates a rewind 
selected transport 
places it off-line, 
unloads the tape. 

2. Clears GO bit. 

on 
then 
and 

3. Sets the following bits in 
the status register: 

* Fequ1res manual intervention to return transport on-line. 

2-28 . 



07 Rewind 

11 Drive Clear 

21 Read-In Preset 

25 Erase 

27 Write Tape Mark 

31 Space Forward 

Drive Ready (DRY) 
Slave Status Change (SSe) 
Attention Active (ATA) 

1. Initiates a rewind to BOT 
marker on selected 
transport and clears the 
GO bit. 

2. Sets DRY, PIP, and ATA 
bits in the status 
register during rewind. 

3. When BOT is sensed, sets 
sse and clears PIP. 

Similar to Initialize. Resets 
all TM02 and selected 
transport logic only. Does 
not affect unselected 
transports. 

presets the Tape Control 
reaister (FlO) to select slave 
0, odd parity, and 800 bpi 
NRZI, then causes slave 0 to 
rewind. It also sets the 
Format Select bits (b1ts 04-07 
in the Tape Control reaister) 
to zeros. (Format Code 0000 
1s undefined for the 8906 Bit 
Fiddler. These bits Should be 
loaded with a defined code 
(Table 2-10) before loadinq 
another GO =1). 

Erases approximately 3 in. of 
tape. Clears GO bit and sets 
ATA on ter~1nation. 

-Writes a special tape record· 
on the selected transport. 
Clears GO bit and sets ATA bit 
on termination. 

Moves tape forward (toward 
EDT) on the selected transport 
over the number of records 
specifIed by the Frame Count 
register. Aborts space 
operation if TM" or EOT 1s 
detected prior to specified 
frame count. Clears GO bit 
and sets ATA cn ter~1natlon. 



33 

51 

57 

61 

71 

77 

15 14 13 

BIT POSITION 

00 (SS) 

Space Reverse 

Write CheCK forward 

Write CheCk Reverse 

Write Forward 

Read Forward 

Read Reverse 

Moves tape in reverse (toward 
BOT) on the selected transport 
over the number of records 
specified by the Frame Count 
register. Aborts space 
operation if TM or BOT is 
detected prior to specified 
frame count. Clears GO bit 
and sets ATA on termination. 

Same as Read Forward. 

Same as Read Reverse. 

Writes forward one tape record 
on the selected transport. 
Record length is determined bV 
Frame Count register. Clears 
GO bit on command termination. 

Reads forward one tape record 
on the selected transport. 
Clears GO bit on command 
termination. 

Reads reverse one tape record 
on the selected transport. 
Clears GO bit on command 
termination. 

12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

NOT USED 
10-1275 

Figure 2-9 status Register Format 

Table 2-5 
status Register Bit Positions 

NAME 

Slave Attention (SLA) 

2-30, 

DESCRIPTION 

Indicates that a selecte1 
transport has come on-line. 



01 (S5) 

02 (M) 

03 fm) 

04 (SS) 

05 (SS) 

06(5) 

07 (M) 

08 (M) 

09 

10 (SS) 

11 (55) 

12 (55) 

Beglnnlnq of Tape (BOT) 

Tape Mark: (TM) 

Identification Burst 
(lOB) 

Settle Down (SDWN) 

Phase Encoded status 
(PES) 

Slave status Change 
(SSe) 

Drive Ready (DRY) 

Dr!ve Present (DPR) 

Not used 

End of Tape (EOT) 

Write Lock (WRL) 

Medium On-Line (MOL) 

Indicates that a selected 
transport has detected the BOT 
marker, 

Indicates that a tape mark has 
been detected. Remains 
asserted until the next tape 
motion operation is initIated, 

Indicates that a Phase Encoded 
(PE) identification burst has 
been detected, Asserted until 
a subsequent tape motion 
command is initiated. 

Indicates that tape motion on 
the selected transport is 
stoppinq. 

Indicates that the selected 
transport is configured for PE 
operation. Is negated during 

\NRZI operation. 

Indicates that any transport 
has just gone on-line or 
off-line, or has completed a 
rewind operation. 

Indicates that both the TM02 
and the selected transport are 
ready to accept a command. 

Hardwired set. 

Indicates that the selected 
transport has detected the EOT 
marker during forward tape 
motion, Is negated when the 
EOT marker is detected during 
reverse tape motion. 

Indicates that the selected 
transport is write protected. 

Indicates that the selected 
transport has tape loaded and 
Is on-line, 



13 (MISS) 

14 (M) 

15 (M) 

15 14 13 

.BIT 
POSITION NAME 

Posit1oning In ProQress 
(PIP) 

ComposIte Error (ERR) 

Attention Active CATA) 

Indicates that the selected 
transport Is performing a tape 
motion 'operation, This bit is 
asserted by the TM02 (M) 
during a space or by the 
selected transport (SS) during 
a rewind. 

Indi~ates that an error 
condition has occurred, Is 
asserted whenever any bIt In 
the Error register 15 set, 

Is asserted whenever the 
L interface s1gnal 
generated, Indicates one 
the following: 

ATTN 
is 
of 

1 •. The TM02 and the 
transport 
servlclnQ. 

selected 
require 

2. The TM02 and the selected 
tra~sport have become 
ready after'. -nontransfer· 
operation, 

3. A transport status change 
has occurred, 

12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

10-1276 

F1Qure 2-10 Error RegIster Format 

. Table 2-6 
Error Register Bit Indicators 

TYPE DESCRIPTION 

00 Illegal FunetionCILF) Class 8 Indleatesthat an Illegal 
function code has been 
transmItted, 



01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 

Illegal RegisterCILR) 

Register Modification 
Refuse(RMR) 

Control Bus Parity 
(CPAR) 

Format(FMT) 

Data Bus Parity Error 
(DPARl 

Class A Indicates that a read or 
write .from a nonexistent 
register is attempted. 

Class A Indicates that during a 
transport operation (GO = 
1), a write into one of 
the registers Is 
attempted. (Does not 
apply for the Maintenance 
or Attention Summary 
register). 

Class A Indicates that incorrect 
control bus parity is 
detected, 

Class B Indicates that a data 
transfer with an incorrect 
format code was attempte~.\ 

C l-ass A Indicates that incorrect 
data bus parity has 
occurred, 

Incorrectable Data Class A During a PE read operation, 
indicates that one of the 
followlng has occurred: 

Error or Vertical parity 
Error (INC/VPE) 

Format Error or LRC 
(PEF/LRC) 

1 • MUltiple dead tracks 
2. Dead tracks without 

parity errors 
3. Parity errors without 

dead tracks 
4. Skew overflow 

Our ing an NRZI read 
operation, indicates that 
a verieal parity error has 
occurred. 

Class A During a PE read op~ration, 
indicates that an· 
incorrect preamble or 
postamble is detected. 

Class A During an NPZI write 
operation, indicates that 
the read-after-writ~ LRCe 
does not match the LRCe 
computed during the write. 



08 

09 

10 

11 

Nonstandard Gap(NSG) 

Frame Count Errpr(FCE) 

Correctable Skew or 
Illegal Tape Mark 
(CSlITM) 

Nonexecutable Function 
(NEF) 

Class A Indicates that a tape 
detected 
half of I 

character is 
during the first 
the EOR. 

Class A Indicates that a space 
operation has terminated 
and the Frame Counter is 
not Cleared. Also 
asserted when the Massbus 
Controller fails to negate 
RUN when the TM02 asserts 
ESL. 

Class A During a PE read operation. 
indicates that excessive 
but correctable skew is 
detected. (This condition 
is only a warning and does 
not indicate bad data). 

Our ing an NPZI read, 
indicates that characters 
not· legallY, a tape marJe 
have been read and 
recognized as a tape mark. 

Class B Indicates one of the 
followIng: 

2-341 

1. A write operation is 
attempted on a 
write-protected 
transport. 

A space reverse, 
reverse, or 
check reverse 
attempted whe'n 
tape is at BOT. 

read 
write 

1s 
the 

3. The OEN2 bit 1n the 
Ta p e ~ C'o n t r 01 reg i s t e r. 
does -not agree with 
the PES status bit. 

4. A space or wr1te 
operation is attempted 
when FCSs0 In the Tape 
Control reglst~r. 



12 

13 

14 

Drive Tlminq Error 
(DT!) 

Operation Incomplete 
(OPI) 

UnsafeCUNS) 

5. A read or write 
operatIon Is attempted 
with DEN2=O in the 
Tape Control register 
and the 2'5 complement 
of a number less than 
13 Is In the Frame 
Count register. 

Class B Indicates one of the 
following: 

1. During a write 
operation, WCLK was 
not received from the 
Malsbus Controller in 
t1me to provide a 
valid tape character. 

2. A data transfer 
(read/write) was 
attempted when the 
data bus of the 
fviassbus\ was already 
occupied. 

Class B DUring a read or space 
operation, indicates that 
a tape record has not been 
detected within 4.2 sec 
from command init1ation 
(25 feet). 

During a write operation, 
indicates -- that a 
read-after-write tape 
record has 
detected within 
from command 
(31 1nches). 

not been 
0,42 sec 

initiation 

Class Blndicates one 
following: 

of the 

-. 

2-35 

1. A program-controlled 
operation is attempted 
on a selected 
transport which 1s not 
on-line. 

2. An 1mminent power 
failure is detected 
(Ae LO L'). 



15 

15 

MDF8 

Correctable Data Error 
or eRC Error(COR/CRC) 

Class A During a PE read operation, 
indicates that a single 
dead tracK has occurred. 

14 13 12 11 

During an NRZT operation, 
indicates that the CRee 
read off the tape does not 
match the CRee computed 
fTom the data read off the 
tape. 

10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

MAINTENANCE DATA FIELD SWC MODE OF OPERATION 
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Figure 2-11 Maintenance Pegister Format 

Table 2-7 
Maintenance Register Bit POSitions 

BIT POSITION NAME DESCRIPTION 

00 

01 

05 

06 

Maintenance Mode(MM) 

Maintenance Operation Code 
(MOPO-3) 

Maintenance Clock(MC) 

Selected Slave Clock(SWC) 

When set, configures the 
TM02 for maintenance mode 
operation. 

Controls command 
execution during the 
maintenance mode. (MM 
and MOP function together 
to alter normal command 
execution during 
maintenance mode 
operation). 

Controls:data sequencing 
through the TM02 data 
path in maintenance mode. 

This 1s the WRT eLK 
siqnal generated ~V th~ 
selected slave. 



Maintenance Data Field 
(MOre-8) 

2.5,6 Frame Count Register (Register 05(8» 

Buffers the data 
generated during 
wrap-around operations, 

At the end of normal NRZI 
transfers, contains the 
LRC of the last record. 

The Frame Count reqister (M8909, sheet 8) 15 a 16-bit, read/write 
register that counts tape events. During a data transfer operation 
(read/write), this reQ1ster Is incremented each time a tape Character 
Is transferred to or from the tape. However, during a space 
operation, this register Is Incremented each time' a record is 
detected, The register output may be read by the controller at any 
time, but the controller can onlY write into this register when the 
transport is not performing a space or data transfer (GO negated). 

For a write operation, the Frame Count register 15 loaded, prior to 
write 1nit1at1on, w1th the 2s comPlement of the number of tape 
characters to be written. During the writing process, the Frame Count 
register is incremented each time a tape character is recorded. 
Normal write data transfer termination is accomplished when the Frame 
Count register overflows to zero, For 8 space operation, the Frame 
Count register functions similarlY to a write, except it 1s loaded 
with the 2s complement of the number of records to be spaced and is 
t~en incremented each time a record is detected. space termination is 
accomplished when the register overflows to zero, For a read 
operation, this reqister Is automatically reset prior to read 
initiation, The register is then incremented each time a tape 
character 15 read. Thus, at the end of the read operation, the Frame 
Count register contains a count of the number of characters read. 

2.5.7 Drive Type Register (Register 06(8)) 

The Drive Type register (M8903-YA) 15 a 16-bit, read-only register, 
the contents of which Identifies the pariticular type of storage 
device (transport) being used. 'When a read from the Drive Type. 
register is performed, the register output is applied to the 
appropriate multiplexor blt positions. The remaining bit positions 
are fo,ced' reset, and hence the 8-bit output of the Drive Type 
register presents a 16-bit format to the controller. 

Bits 0 through 8 (DT0-8) of the Drive Type register identify the type 
and status of the selected transport. If a nonexistent transport is 
lelected or If the selected transport is not powered up, OT0-8 will 
contain 010(8). If the selected transport is powered up, but is not a 
TU45, OT0-8 will contain 011(8) or 013(8) to 017(8), depending on the 
type of transport, If the selected transport is a TU45 and is powered 
up, these bit positions will contain 012(8). 



Figure 2-12 ll1ustates the Drive Type reqister format and Table 2-~ 
briefly describes each bit position. 

2.5.8 Check Character RegIster (Reqister Q7(A)). 

The Check Character register (M8905-YA) is a nine-bit, read-onl~ 
register which permits the programmer to check the validity ot a data 
transfer. At the end of an NRZI read operation, this register 
contains the CRCe for that operation. Hence, the programwer can 
determine if the CRee generator logic 15 functioning properly. At the 
end of PE read operation, however, this register contains a dea~ tracK 
IndIcation (DT=1) of any track which may ~ave dropped one or more bits 
durIng the operation. 

Figure 2-13 illustrates the Check Character register format for hath 
NRZI and PE modes. 

2.5.9 Tape Control Register (Register lO(~)) 

The Tape Control register (M8905-VA) is a 16-bit, read/write register 
which selects an existing transport and configures it to a particular 
operational mode. 

FIgure 2-14 Illustrates the Tape Control i 
bri f1 d i reg ~ter and Table 2-9 e y escr oes each bit position. 

2.5.10 Serial Number Reqister (Peq!ster 11(8)) 

The Serial Number register (M8921) Is a 16-blt, read-only reaister 
Which contains a Ben representation of the four least-significant 
digits of the transport serial number. This reqister Is located on 
the MTA module ~nd the register Inputs are hard~ired to the BCD 
configuration of the least-significant serial number diait 
serial Number register does not functIon during the t~st mo~e.s. The 

Figure 2-15 illustrates the'Serial Number register format 



15 14 

15 14 

15 14 

13 12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 

DRIVE TYPE (0-8) 

NOT USED 

Figure 2-12 Drive Type Register Format 

13 12 11 

NOT USED 

A. NRZ FORMAT 

13 12 11 

NOT USED 

B. PE FORMAT 

10 09 08 

10 09 08 

DT4 
PAR 

07 06 05 04 03 02 

07 06 05 04 03 02 

DT71 DT6 DT5 DT3 DT9 
I OTl 

Figure 2-13 ChecK Character Register Format 

NOT USED 

Fiqure 2-14 Tape Control Register Format 

01 00 
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01 00 
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4th DIGIT 3rd DIGIT 2nd DIGIT 1 Sf DIGIT 

10-1272 

Figure 2-15 Serial Number Pegister Format 



Table 2-8 
Drive Type Register Bit Positions 

BIT 
POSITION NAME DISCRIPTION 

Drive Type(DT0-S) 

10 SLAVE PRESENT(SPR) 

11 Drive Request Require~(DRQ) 

12 7-Channel(7-CH) 

13 Moving Head(MOH) 

14 Tape Drive(TAP) 

15 Not Sector Addresses(NSA) 

2-40 

Specifies the drive type 
(012(8) = TU45), 

Asserted when a transport is 
powered up and has been 
assigned the selection code 
contained in the Tape Control 
register. 

Always .negated to indicate 
that the device is a 
single-port unit. 

Asserted if the selected 
transport is a 7-channel unit, 
Negated 1f the selected 
transport: 

1. Is a 9-channel unit. 
2. Does not have power 

apPlied. 
3. Is disconnected from the 

slave bUS. 

Always negated to indicate 
that the device is not a 
moving head unit, 

Always asserted to indicate 
that the device Is a tape 
transport. 

Always asserted to indicate 
that the device is not sector 
addressable, 



Table 2-9 
Tape Control Register Bit Positions 

BIT 
POSITION NAME 

03 

04-07 

11 

12 

Slave Select(SS0-2) 

Even Parity(EV PAR) 

Format Select 
(FMT SEL0-3) 

Density Select(OEN0-2) 

Not used 

Enable Abort on Data 
Transfer Errors(EAODTE) 

DESCRIPTION 

Specifies the unit number of 
the transport to be used. 

When set for NRZI I operation, 
even parity is written or read 
from tape. Ignored during PE 
operation. 

Specifies Massbus-to-tape 
character formatting during a 
write operation, or tape 
character-to-Massbus 
formatting during a read 
(Table 2-10). 

Specifies the tape character 
density during read or write 
operations as follows: 

DEN2 DENl DEN0 Density 
(bpi) 

0 0 0 200 

0 0 1 556 NFZI 
0 1 0 800 

1 0 0 1600 PI<: 

1 0 1 
1. 1 0 Reserved 
1 1 1 

When set, immediately aborts a 
write or read operation for 
one of the following errors: 

1 • CO~/CRC - Error register 
bit 15. 

2. FMT/LRC - Error register 
bit 7. 

3. INC/V?I - Error register 
bit 6. 

4. DPAR - Error register bit 
5. 



13 

14' 

15 

Frame Count statu.(FCS) 

. Tape Control Wrl te (TeW) 

Aceeleratlon(ACCL) 

Is normally set at the end of 
a wrIte 1nto the Frame Count 
register. However, If FCS=0, 
and a space or wrIte command 
with GO=1 Is loaded, a 
nonexecutable function (HEF) 
error Is generated and the 
command is not executed. Is 
rese~ when Frame Count 
register overflows. 

Is set when Tape control 
reqister Is written into. Is 
cleared with any tape motion 
command. 

This read-only b1t is asserted 
when the transport is not 
actively reading or writing 
data, 

Table '2-10 
Format Select Codes 

Code 

1100 
1101 
1110 

See Notes. 

NOTES 

Description 

Normal 
Core Dump 
15 Normal 

Codes 1100-1110 use an 
Formatting module. 

M8906 Data 

An Inva1d code causes a Format Error 
(FMT - Error register bit 4) when a data 
transfer command with GO = 1 is loaded.~ 

2.6 OPERATIONAL SEQUENCES' 

This section discusses the sequencing that occurs when the ,TU45/TM02 
performs functional operations. Each operation is described 
separately to simplify the presentation. However, this does cause 
considerable redundancy, especially for similar operations. If the 
equipment is down and time 15 critical, it is recommended that only 
apPlicable portions of this section be read. 



A programecontrolled rewind operation may be initiated by one of two 
commands from the processor. One of these commands (07(8» performs 
the rewind operation and retains the transport on-line. The other 
command (03(8» places the transport off-line immediately after 
command initiation, Following completion of the 03(8) command, the 
operator must reload tape and use the ON-LINE/OFF-LINE switch on the 
transport status bit indicators (Table 2-5), both rewind commands 
fUnction Identically. 

Figure 2-16 illustrates the major functional sequences of a rewind 
operation and the following paragraphs describe this operation In 
slIghtlY greater depth. Each functional box on the flowchart is 
referenced to an applicable detailed logIc description pamphlet in 
Chapter 3. 

LOAD TAPE P: 3.3 
CONTROL 
REGISTER 

LOAD P: 3.3 

CONTROL 
REGISTER 

P: 3.4 

INITIATE TAPE P: 3.5 
MOTION 
(GO OFF-LINE*) 

P: 3.5 

NO 

TERMINATE P: 3.5 
TAPE 
MOTION 

*03 COMMAND ONLY. 
NOTE 
P:REFERENCES 
CHAPTER 3 PAMPHLET 

10-1252 

Figure 2-16 ReWind Operation Flowchart 

2-43 



.2,6,1,1 Command In1t1at10n - To Inlt1ate a program-controlled rewind 
operat10n, the Mallbus Controller first places the address code of the 
desired TMB2 on the Dr1ve Select lines ~f the MassbUS, It then 
performs a regllter write into the Tape Control register (R10), 
selecting the Ilave desired to perform the rew1nd operat1on. The TM02 
plac~s the Slave Select bits of the Tape Control register bn the slave 
bus. The Maslbus Controller thenwr1tes ~he operational funct10n code 
of the rewind command (03(8) or 07(8» 1nto the Control register 
(R00). The TM02 decodes the fuctlon code and asserts RWND L on the 

'slave bUS. (If a rewlnd-off-llne operation has beenlpeclfied, the 
TM02 also asserts WRITE L). It then checks for errors, and, If there 
are none, Issues SLAVE SET Pulle and STOP L to the TU4S, and clears 
the GO bit In the Control register. 

2,6.1,2 Command Execution - The TU45, enabled by its address code on 
the Slave select lines (5S 0-2), responds to SLAVE SET pulse by 
setting a Rewind Status flip-flop (If WRITE L Is also asserted, It 
allo places itself_Qff-llne), which activates the capstan drive ·for a 
high-speed (250 In(s~c) I operation Independently, and the Massbus 
Controller and TM02 may divert attention to other transporis. 

2.6.1.3 Command Termination - When the refectlve beginning-of-tape 
(SOT) marker Is detected, the TU45 terminates its h1gh-speed reverse, 
motion, but w1ll overshoot the BOT marker. The TU45 then in1titates 
forward tape motion at read/write speed (75 in/sec). When it 
encounters the BOT marker again, the Rewind Status flip-flop' Is reset 
and the capstan motor 15 deactivated. When the TU45 has completed its 
rewind operation, it asserts SET sse (Slave Status Change) on the 
slave bus, ThIs causes the attention bit 1n the TM02 to be set, which 
results 1n ATTN H being asserted on the Massbus, thereby notIfying the 
Massbus controller. 

Fioure 2.17' Illustrates the major function~l sequences of a space 
operation and the following paragraphs describe this operation In 
sliqhtlY qreater depth. Eac~ functional bOX on ~he flowchart is 
re~erenced to an applicable detailed l~glc descrl~~lon pamphlet In 
Chapter 3. 

2,6.2.1 . Command Initiation - To initiate a space operatl~n, the 
Maslbus Controller first places the address eode of the desired TM02 
on the Drive Seleet lines of the Massbus, It then performs a register 
write into the Tape Control register, selecting the slave deSired to 
perform. the space operation. The TM02 places the Slave Select bits of 
the Tape Control regIster on the slave bUS, -
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The Massbus Controller then loads the 2's complement of the number of 
tape records to be soaced into the TM02 Frame Count register. 
Following this, the controller loads the Control register with the 
operational fuction code of the space command (31(8) for space 
forward, 33(8) for space reverse). The TM02 decodes the fuction code 
and asserts FWD L or REV L on the slave bus. It then checks for 
errors, and, if there are none, issues SLAVE SET Pulse and EMD to the 
TU45. 

2.0.2.2 Command ,Execution - The TU45 which is enabled by its address 
code on the Slave Select lines (55 0-2), responds to SLAVE SET Pulse 
by settinQ a motion control flip-flop (forward or reverse) in MTA 
module (M8921), which activates the capstan drive for forward or 
reverse motion (75 in/sec). 

The selected TU45 also responds to EMD from MTA, multiplexing motion 
delay presets onto the Pead Data lines of the slave bus. The TM02 
uses the presets to generate a motion delay, at the end of which the 
read heads will detect a record. ·CAs the tape moves under the read 
heads, tape characters are detected exactly as they are during a read 
operation: however, Bit Fiddler operation is suopressed). 

When the end of the record, i.e., IRG (Interrecord Gap), is detected, 
a signal (RECORD H) from the TCCM module increments the Frame Count 
regIster, and another motion delay is generated. At the end of this 
motIon delay, STOP L 1s asserted on the slave bus and causes the 
motion control flip-flop In the MTA module to be reset. Soon after, 
however, another SLAVE SET Pulse from the TM02 sets this flip-flop 
again, as another motion delay is generated. At the end of this 
motion delay, the read heads will detect the next record. At the end 
of this record, the Frame Count register is again incremented and 
another motion delay occurs. This sequence continues for all the 
records spaced. Because the resetting and ~etting of the MTA motion 
control fl1p-flops takes place within approximately 1 microsecond, the 
space operation will be performed at a constant speed (75 in/sec). 

2.6.2.3 Command Termination - After the last record has been spaced, 
the Frame Count reoister will overflow to zero. This will inhibit a. 
SLAVE SET Pulse to the TU45; the motion control flip-flop will not be 
reset. The. capstan will remain deactivated, and tape motion will be 
terminated. If BOT, EDT, or TM are detected before the Frame Count 
regster overflows, tape motIon will also be terminated. Upon 
detection of BOT, EDT, TM or frame count overflow, the GO bit of the 
Control register is cleared. 
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2.6.3 Erase 

Figure 2-18 illustrates the major functional sequences of an erase 
operation and the following paragraphs describe this operation 1n 
slIghtly greater depth. Each functional box on the flowchart is 
referenced to an applicable detailed logic description pamphlet in 
Chapter 3. 
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2,6,3.1 Command Init1ation - To initiate an erase operation, the 
MassbUs .Controller first places the address code of the desired TM02 
on the Dr1ve Select lines of the Massbus, It then performs a register 
write into the Tape Control register, selectIng the slave desired to 
perform the erase operation. The TM02 places the Slave Select bits of 
the Tape Control regIster on the slave bUs. The Massbus Controller 
then -loads the TM02 Control register with the operatIonal function 
code (25(8» of the erase command. The TM02 decodes the function code 
and asserts FWD L and WRITE L on the slave bus. It then checks for 
~rrors, and, 1f there are none, issues SLAVE SET Pulse and EMD (Enable 
Motion Delay) to the TU45. 

2.6.3.2 Command Execution - The TU45 which Is enabled by its address 
code on·the Slave Select lines, responds to SLAVE SET Pulse by settinq 
its Forward motIon and Write Enable flip-flops, which activate the 
capstan drive (startinq forward tape motion) and the write and erase 
heads. It also responds to EMD by gatinQ out a motion delay preset 
onto the slave bus Read Data lines. The preset is loaded into a 
counter in the TeeM module, which is then counted up. When a count of 
2 to the 14th power is reaChed. tape. motion is considered to be up to 
speed. 
Since the erase head is activated and the write. heads receive no data 
input during an erase operation, all the tape moving' past the erase 
head will be de erased, 

2.6.3.3 Command Termin~tion • When the start motion delay is over, 
another motion delay is started. At the end of this second (stop) 
motIon delay, the TM02 asserts STOP L on the slave bUs. STOP L causes 
the Forward motion control flip-floP to be reset, thereby deactIvating 
the capstan motor. STOP L a~so causes the GO bIt of the Control 
register to be cleared, When tape motion has ceased, the write Enable 
flIP-flop is cleared, de-energizing the write and erase heads. 

2.6.4 PEData Read 

Figure 2-19 Illustrates the major functional' sequences of a PE read 
operatIon and the following pa~agraphs describe ~ this operat1on i.r 
slIghtly greater depth. Ea~h functional -box on the flowchart Is 
referenced to an applicable detailed logic descriptIon pamphlet in 
Chapter 3. 

2.6.4.1 Command Initiation - To initiate PE read operation, the 
~assbus Controller first places the address code of the desired TM02 
on the Drive Select lines of the ~asshus. It then performs a register 
write into the Tape Control register, specifyinq selected slave TU45, 
tape character format, and tape data density (1600 bpi tor PEl. 
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The T~02 places the slave select (55 0-2) and density (DEN 0-2) bits 
of the Tape Control register on the slave bUS. The Massbus Controller 
then loads the TM02 Control register with the operational functio1 
code of a read operation (71(8) read forward, 77(8) read reverse, 
51(8) write cheCK forward, or 57(8) write Check reverse) and asserts 
RUN on the Massbus. The TM02 decodes the function code and asserts 
FWD L or REV L on the slave bus. It then checks for errors, and, it 
there are none, asserts DeC on the Massbus to notify the controller 
and other drives that it is occupying the data bus of the Massbus~ 

. The TM02 then transmits SLAVE SET Pulse to the SLAVE and initiates ~ 
motion delay. 

2.6.4.2 Command Execution - The TU45, which is enabled by its address 
code on the Slave Select lines (5S 0-2) of the slave bus, responds to 
SLAVE SET Pulse bV settinq a motion control flIp-flop (forward or 
reverse), thereby activatinq the capstan drive motor and tape motion. 

As the tape accelerates, the TM02 PE read circuitry checks for .a PE 
Identification Burst (lOB) and begins looking for a preamble. When 
the tape is at speed, the preamble will be detected and read: the 
tape characters immediately afte~ the preamble al1-1's character are 
data characters. These are deskewed in tne Data Sync (M8901-YC), and 
Tape Control-PE (M8902-YA logic), and sent to the Bit Fiddler (via the 
Maintenance Reqister module), which assembles the characters into 
18-bit data words and places them on the data bUS. When a data word 
is assembled, the Bit Fiddler notifies the Massbus Controller, which 
then strobes in the data on the data bus. The Ait Fiddler contlnue~ 
this assembly of data characters into IS-bit words until the first 
character of the postamble is detected. 

2.6.4.3 Command Termination - The TM02 reads the postamble, which 
signifies the end of the record and asserts EBL H (End of Block) on 
the Massbus. when the postamble has been read, a motion delay 
sequence is initiated, at the end of which STOP L is asserted on the 
slave bUS. STOP L resets the motion flip-flop In the T045 and 
terminates tape motion. It also clears the GO bit in the Control 
register, which causes OCC to be negated on the Massbus. 

2.6.5 NRZI"Read 

Figure 2-20 illustrates the major functional sequences of an NRZI read 
operation and the following paragraphs describe "this operation i1 
slightly greater depth. EaCh functlnal box on the. flowchart is 
referenced to an apPlicable detaIled loqic description pamphlet in 
Chapter,3. 
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2.6.5.1 Command Initiation - To initiate an NFZI read operation, the 
Massbus Controller first places the addr@ss code of the desired TM02 
on the Drive S@lect lines of the Massbus. It then performs a register 
write into the Tape Control register, specifying selected slave TU45, 
tape character format, and tape data dens1ty. The TM02 places the 
Slave Select (55 0-2) a~d Density (DEN 0-2) bits of the Tape Control 
register on the slave bus. The Massbus Controller then loads the TM02 
Control reg1ster with the operational" function code of a read 
operation (71(8) read forward, 77(8) read reverse 51(8) write check 
'forward, or 57(8) wr1te check reverse) and asserts RUN H on the 
Massbus. The TM02 decodes the function code and asserts FWD L or REV 
L on the slave bus. It then checks tor errors, and, 1f there are 
none, asserts acc on the Massbus to notify the controller and other 
drives that it is occupying the data bus of the Massbus. The TM02 
then transmits SLAVE SET Pulse to the SLAVE, and initiates a motion 
delay. 

2.6.5.2 Command Execution - The TU45, Which is enabled by its address 
code on the Slave Select lines (55 0-2) of the slave bus, responds to 
SLAVE SET Pulse by setting a motion· control flip-flop (forward or 
reverse), thereby activating the c~pstan drive motor and tape motion. 
When the motion delay has'tlmed out, the TM02 negates ACCL L on the 
slave buS. 

When a tape character is determined by the MTA, RSDO (Read Strobe 
Delay Over) is transmitted via the slave bUS to the TM02 Tape 
Control-NRZI module, and the tape character is multiplexed onto the 
slave bus Read Data lines. RSDO causes the Tape Control-NRZI module 
to' strobe in the tape character, via the TeCM module, from the slave 
bus. The character (minus the vert1cal parity bit) now beeomes 
available to the Bit Fiddler. LRCC and CRCC are generated fro~ the 
data al it passes through ~he Tape Control-NRZI ~odule. Thes~ will 
later be uled to check the validity of the data read. 

The Bit Fiddler ~ssembles the characters into is-bit data words and 
places them on the data bus. When a data word Is assembled, the Bit 
F1ddler notifies the MaSSbus Controller, which then strobes 1n the 
data word off the data bUS. The Bit Fiddler continues thiS assembly 
of data characters into 1S-bit words untIl t~e end of the data record 
as represented by an all-Os tape character. . " , 

During ,a forward read, the rest of the read circuitry' continues its 
operation, yeading the CRCC and strObing it into the Check Character 
re;ister, and then reading the LRCC. Discrepancies between generated 

.CRCC/LReC and detected CRCC/LPCC cause their respective error bits to 
be set •. 

Guring a reverse read, the LRC Character is encountered first ~t the 
start of the read operation, but is ignored. The CRee 15 encountered 
next, and strobed into the Check Character register, but otherwise it 
is ignored. No CRC or LRC error is generated. Then the data is read: 
assembly of characters into data words may differ when reading in the 
reverse dIrection, but th1s depends on the data format selected. 
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2~6,5,3 Command Term1nat1on - When the data and LRCC/CRCC have been 
read, the read heads w1ll encounter the IRG. This absence of tape 
characters causes a motion delay, at the end of Which STOP L is 
asserted on the slave bus and ESL (End of BloCk) is asserted on the 
MassbUS, STOP L resets the motion flip-flop In the TU45 and 
terminates tape motion, It also clears the GO bit in the Control 
re;ls~er, which causes OCeto be negated on the Massbus, 

2.6.6 PE Data Write 

Figure 2-21 illustrates the major functional sequences of a PE data 
write operation and the following paragraphs describe this operation 
in slightly greater depth. Each functional box on the flowchart is 
referenced to an applicable detailed logic description pamphlet in 
Chapter 3. 

2.6.6.1 Command Initiation - To initiate a PE write operation, the 
Massbus Controller first places the address code of the desired TM02 
on the Drive select lines of the Massbus. It then performs a register 
write into the Tape Control regIster, specifying the selected slave 
TU45, tape ch~racter format, and tape data density (PE - 1600 bpi). 
The TM02 places the Slave Select (55 0-2) and Density (DEN 0-2) bits 
of the Tape Control register on the slave bus. The Massbus Controller 
then loads the 2's complement of the number of tape characters to be 
written into the TM02 Frame Count register. Following this, the 
controller loads the Control register with the operational function 
code (61(8» of the data write command. The TM02 decodes the function 
code and asserts FWD L and WRITE L on the slave bus. It then checks 
for errors, and, If there are none, asserts oce on the Massbus to 
notify the controller and other drives that it is occupying the data 
bus of the Massbus. 

When the controller has data available for tranSfer, it asserts PUN H 
on the Massbus. The TM02 responds by asserting SLAVE SET Pulse on the 
slave bUS and accepting the first data word from the controller. 

2.6.6.2 Command Execution - The. TU45 which is enabled by its address 
code on the Slave Select lines (55,0-2) of the slave bus, responds tq 
SLAVE SET Pulse by setting its Forward motion control and Write Enable 
fliP-flops 'on its MTA module. These flip-flops activate the capstan 
drive motor for forward tape motion and turn on the write and erase 
heads. 
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After a motion delay during which the TU45 erases tape while it co~es 
up to speed, the TM02 negates ACCL L on the slave bus. This notifies 
the T~45 that it is at speed, and enables it to transmit WPT eLK to 
the rM02 •. Upon receipt of WRT eLK, the TM02 beqins qenerating a 
preamble. When forty all-O characters and one all-ls- character have 
~een written, the Bit Fiddler beqins disassembling the first data ~ord 
nto characters. When it has disassembled tDe first data word, it 

requests the next data word from the Massbus Controller, and continues 
-to do so until all the data words have been transferred. Each timp 
the Bit Fiddler generates a Character, the Frame Count register Is 
incremented, a vertical parity bit is generated, and the tap~ 
Character is converted to PE mode and transmitted to the writ~ 
circuitry of the TU45. When the Frame Count reqister overflows to 
zero, the TM02 asserts ESL (End of Block) to the controller and 
generates a postamble which 1s written on the tape. During the entire 
operation, the TU45/TM02 read operation is active and reads the record 

2.6.6.3 Command Termination - When the TU45/TM02 read circuitry 
detects the end of the record, a motIon delay is generated at the end 
of whiCh tne TM02 asserts STOP L on the slave bus, resetting the TU45 
Forward motion flip-flop, thereby terminating tape motion. STOP L 
also clears the GO bit of the Control register, which causes OCC to be 
negated. When tape motion ceases, the Write Enable flip-flOP 15 
cleared, and the write and erase heads are de-energized. 

2.6.7 NRZI Data Write 

Figure 2-22 illustrates the major functional sequences of an NRZI data 
write operation and th~ following paragraphs describe this operation 
In slightly greater depth. Each functional box on the flowchart 15 
referenced to an applicable detailed logic description pamphlet in 
Chapter 3. 

2.6.7.1 Command Initiation - To initiate an NRZI write operation, the 
Massbus Controller first places the address code of the desired TM02 
on the Drive Select lines of the Massbus.lt then performs a register" 
write into the Tape Control register, specifying selected slave TU45, 
tape character format, and tape data density. The TM02 places the 
Slave Select (55 0-2) and Density (DEN 0-2) bit of the Tape Control 
register on the slave bus. The Massbus Controller then loads the 2's 
complement of the ·number of tape characters to be written into the 
TM02 Frame Count register. Following thiS, the controller loass the 
:Control register with the operational function code (61(8) of the 
data write command. The TM02 decodes the function code and asserts 
FWD L and WRITE L on the slave bus. It then cheCKS for errors, and, 
1f there are none, asserts oce on the Massbus to notify the controller 
and other drives that it 1s occupying the data bus of the Massbus. 
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When the controller has data available for transfer, it asserts RUN H 
on the Mallbus, The TM02 responds by asserting SLAVE SET Pulse on the 
slave bUI and accepting the first data word from the controller. 

2.6.7.2 Command Execution - The TU45, which is enabled by its address 
code on the Slave select lines (55 0-2) 'of the slave bus, responds- to 
SLAVE SET Pulse by settlng'its Forward motion control and Write Enable 
flip-flops, These flip-flops activate the capstan drive motor for 
forward tape motion and turn on the write and erase heads. 

After a motion delaY during Which the TU45 eraSes tape While it comes 
up to speed, the TM02 negates ACCL L on the slave bus. This notifies 
the TU45 that it is at speed, and enables it to transmit WRT CLK to 
the TM02. 

Upon receipt of WRT ,eLK by the TM02, the Bit Fiddler begins 
disassembling the first data word into characters. When it has 
disassembled the first data word, it requests th~ next data word from 
the Massbus Controller, and continues to do so until all the data 
words have been transferred. Each ti~e the Bit Fiddler generates a 
character, the Frame Count register 15 incremented. A verlcal parity 
bit is generated, the CRee is generated, and the tape character Is 
transmitted to the write circuitry of the TU45 where it Is converted 
from binary to NRZI mode (l's become transitions) and written on the 
tape. When the Frame Count register overflows to zero, the TM02 
transmits ESL (End of Block) to the controller. It then generates the 
timing to write the generated CReC and the LRee. 

During the time that the tape 1s moving at speed (ACCL L negated), the 
TU45/TM02 performs a read-after-write operation, 

2.6,7,3 Command, Termination - When the TU45/TM02 read circuitry 
detects the end of the record, a motion delay is generated, at the end 
of whieh the TM02 asserts STOP L on the slave bUS, resetting the 
Forward motion flip-flop on MTA module thereby terminating tape 
motion, STOP L alSO clears the GO bit of the Control register, Which 
eauses oce to be negated, When tape motion ceases, the" Wr1te Enable 
flip-flop on MTA module is clear~d and the write and erase heads are 
de-energized. 
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2.6.8 Write Tape Mark 

The tape mark is a special tape record used to separate data on tape. 
Although a write tape mark com~mand may be issued at any time, the 
most common use of this command is as a "software bookmark" to 
designate the end of a group of related records. It is possible to 
quickly locate the beginning of a group of related data records by 
searching the tape for written tape marKs. This 1s accomplished by 
loading the Frame Count regIster with a record count larger than the 

'number of records in any exIsting group of records, and then issuing a 
space command. The transport will space to the tape mark and 
terminate, motion despite the fact that frame count overflow does not 
occur. 

Figure 2-23 illustrates the major functional seouences of a write tape 
mark operation and the following paragraphs describe this operation in 
slightly greater depth. Each functional box on the flOWChart 1s 
referenced to an applicable detailed logic description in Chapter 3. 

2.6.8.1 Command Initiation - To ini~late a write tape mark operatlon, 
the Massbus Controller first places the address code of the desired 
TM02 on the Drive select lines of the Massbus. It then performs a 
reg1ster write into the Tape Control register, selecting the slave 
desired to perform the write tape mark operation and the density at 
which the tape mark characters are to be written. The TM02 placp-s the 
Slave Select (55 0-2) and Density select (DEN SEL 0-3) bits of the 
Tape Control register on the slave bUS. 

The Massbus Controller then loads the TM02 Control register with the 
operational function code (27(8» of the write tape mark co~mand. The 
TM02 decodes the function code and asserts FWD L and WRITE L on the 
'slave bus. It then cheCKS for errors, and, If there are none, issues 
SLAVE SET Pulse to the TU45 and generates a motion delay. 

2.6,8.2 Command Execution - The TU45 which i 
COde on the Slave Select lines e' s enabled by its address 
its Forward mot1on and Wr1te E~a~l!P~~~~_i~oSLAVE SET Pulse by setting 
act1vate the capstan dr1ve (sta ps on MTA module wh1ch 
erase heads. As tape moves past t~!1~g tape mot1on) and the Write and 
the motion delay 15 over, the TeeM m dealdS~ it Is erased. Then, when' 

, 0 u e generates the tape mark. 

If the TM02 Is operating In PE mode, ~lave bus write lines WO 3, 4, 6, 
,and 7 are forced low while PE Os are generated for WD 0, 1, 2, 5, and 
P. At the same tIme~ Record pulses C40X2 = 80) are transmitted to the 
TU45. This results in forty Os being written in tracks 1, 2, 4, 5, 
and 8 (See Figure 1-4 for Digital to Pertec Deslqnatlon' Conversion), 
and erasure of the remaining tracks. 
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If the TM02 1s operating 1n NRZI' mOde, the tape mark character is 
forced onto the slave bus WD lInes and a Record pulse is transmitted 
to the TU45. The TU45 15 then allowed to erase seven Character 
lengths of tape at which time 1t receives LRC ~TR08E on the slave bus, 
and writes an LRCC (Which will be the same as the tape mark 
character). 

After wr1t1ng the\NRZlor PE tape mark, the. TU45/TM02 continues to 
erase tape. As the wr1te tape mark operation Is performed, the read 
circuitry performs a read-after-write. 

2.6.8.3 Command Termination - When the read circuitry has detected 
the written tape mark, a motion delay is generated by the TM02, at the 
end of whiCh STOP L is transmItted to the TU45. STOP L resets the 
TU45 Forward motion flip-flop on MTA module which deactivates the 
capstan motor, thereby termInating tape motion. When tape motion has 
ceased, the 'wrlte and erase heads are de-energized. STOP L also 
resets the TM02 C~ntrol register GO bit. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SERVICING 



MAINTENANCE MODES 

CONTENTS 

3,1,1 Maintenance Register 

3.1.2 Diagnostics 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section discusses TU45/TM02 on-line testing 
(Paragraph 3.1.1) and diagnostics (Paragraph 3.1.2). 

3,1,1 Maintenance Reqister 

capabil1tes 

The Maintenance reolster (R3) facilitates on-line diaonostic testing 
of the TU45/TM02, and allows testing of the TM02 data pathS and error 
discrimination circuitry. A discussion of the Maintenance register 
bits and their functions ,follows. 

1. Bit 0 - Maintenance Mode (MM) - Must be loaded set when any 
maintenance mode function is deSired. 

2. Bits 1 ·to 4 - Maintenance Op Code (MOP 0 to 3) - These four 
bits determine the maintenance function that will occur if 
the MM bit is set and the TM02 is loaded with the appropriate 
command. The op'codes that are implemented are: 

o . 0000 - Null code 

o 0001 - Interchange Read (IRD) 
In PE mode, thiS op code suppresses on-the-flY correction 
of data'errors. 

0010 • Even Parity 
Causes even parity to be used on the Control lines of the 
MaSSbUS. 



o 0011 - Global Data wrap-Around (WRP 9) 
Confl;ure. the TM02 data pathl al Shown in Fiqur. 3.1-1. 
This caules write data command to be executed al follows, 
Data il broUght In on the data lln.s, divided into bytes 
ullnq the algorithm defined by the format code resident 
In the Tape Control regllter, formatted •• either NRZI or 
PE write dita, mUltiplexed into the read clr~ultry,and 
deposited in the Maintenance"Register Data Field. 

o 0100 - Partial Data Wrap-Around (WRP 1) 
Configure. the TM02 data path as Ihown in Figure 3.1-2. 
This caules a write data command to be executed as 
folloWS, Data is brought in on the data line., divided 
"into byte. uslng.the algorithm defined by the format code 
relldent in the Tape Control regilter, for.atted as 
either NRZI or PE write data, and depolited In the 
Maintenance Register Data Field, 

o 0191 - Formatter Write Data Wrap-Around (WRP 2) 
Configures the TM02 data path as shown In Floure 3.1-3. 
Thll caUlel a write data command to be executed as 
follow.. Data Is brough~ in on the data line" divided 
into bytes using the format code relident In the Tape 
Control reglst.r I and deposi ted In' the ' Maintenance 
Register Data Field, 

(M8903-YA) 
DATA 

BUS 
BIT 

FIDDLER 

(M8909) 
MASSBUS 
INTERFACE 

REGISTER 
READ/WRITE 

(M8905-YA) 

CONTROL ":..i.oo-_-_-_-::. __ ---tMAINTENANCE 
BUS REGISTER 

TCCM 
(WRITE CIRCUITRY) 

(M8903-YA) 

TCCM 
(READ CIRUITRY) 

(M8904-YA) 
_---4 TAPE 

CONTROL 
NRZ 

(M890tl-yC) 

DATA SYNC 
'------t PE 
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Figure 3.1-1 Global Wrap-Around (WRP 0) 
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REGISTER 
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partial Wrap-Around (WRP 1) 

DATA 
BUS 

BIT 

FIDDLER 

(M8909) 

MASS BUS 
INTERFACE 

REGISTER 
READ/WRITE 

(M890!5-YA) 
CONTROL --~MAINTENANCE 

BUS ,,' r----------4 REGISTER 
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Floure 3.1-3 Formatter wrap-Around (WRP 2) 

. 0 8118 ~ ror_atter Read Data Wrap-Around (NRP 3) 
Cohflgur •• t~. TM02 data path •• Ihown In Ftaur. 3.1-4~ 
Tbil caul.. a read data ~ommand to be .x~c~ted al 

"-. · ·fol10w,'. Data 11 taken from the Malnteftaftce' Rtoi.ter 
'Data"eld,multlplexed into tbe for.attino 1091c byte by 
'I!)vt.e, formed into data bu. wordl ullna' tbe al;orltba 
'111ftl<l . by tbe format Code r •• ldent In the 'u. Control 
r.",te'f ,'and tran.mi tte.' to' th. controller. 

I"adclltioni thil op code .UPPf •••• 1 r.ceptton of the 
Ma •• bU, WeLl( 11gnal. Thu., aft attellptto perforM a,ritt 
o,eratlon with this op code 1n the Malntenance ,register 
wlll'r •• ult In' detection of DTE. 



o 0111 - cripple Reception of OCC 
An attempt to perform any data transfer operation with 
th1s OP code ,In the Maintenance register .111 result In 
detection of OTE. 

DATA BIT 
BUS FIDDLER 

(M8909) REGISTER 
.MASSBUS READ/WRITE 

INTERFACE 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I (M8905-YA) 

CONTROL 
, 

BUS MAINTENANCE 
REGISTER 
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Fi;ure 3.1-4 Formatter Read Wrap-Around (WRP 3) 

o 1080 - Illegal Check Character (ILCC) 
In NRZI mode, thiS OP code suppresses initialization Of 
the CRe checking logic, resulting In CRe errors, In PE 
mode, tnis OP code suppresses detection of data in 
10;lcal track 1. 

1101 • Incorrect Tape Mark 
In NRZI mode, this OP code causes bit 
byte. to remain in the negated state. 
OP code luppresses detection of data In 
and 2. 

5 of tape data 
In PE mode, this 

logical tracks 1 

o 1810· Maintenance Mode End of Record (~MEOR) 
Thll OP code 15 used to stgnal 'the end of a maintenance 
mod. operation~ thus causing the GO bit to become 
neO'attc5. 

o 1811 - Inco~rect Preamble (INC PREAMBLE) 
Th1s code causes logical bit l' of a PE preamble and 
posta.ble "to be inverted during a wrtte data command, 
relult"tfl; In generation of Invalid preamble.s and 
pOitambles. 

lit 5 - Maintenance Mode Clock (Me) - This bit controls the 
.equencing of data through the TMS2 data paths when operat1ng 
In a maintenance mode. 
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4, Bit 6 - Selected Slave Clock (SWC) - This bit displaYs a 
elock s19nal Which is transmitted to the TM02 from the 
seleet~d Ilave. The frequency of this clock depends both on 
the Density Select bits located in bits 8-10 of the Tape 
Control'regilter and on the operating speed of the selected 
slave.. Itl purpose il to enable a check on the proper 
decoding of the ~enslty Select bits by the selected slave, 
and to allow monitoring of driv~ functions during maintenance 
mode operation. 

S. Bl t 7 to 15 - ,fMalntenari-ce Data Field (Mpr 0-8) - These bi ts 
aet as buffers for data oenerated during checks of the TM02 
data paths.-

3.1.2 Diagnostics 

This section introduces the diagnostics supplied with the TU45/TM02 
Tape Drive' System. For detailed infor~ation, refer to the 

· documentation supplied with the diagnostics. 

1. Control Logic Test 

a. Tests control loqic; isolates malfunctions to the module 
level. 

b. Tests the data paths utilizing the maintenance 
wrap-arounds, isolates malfunctions to the module level. 

c. Tests TU45/TM02 function (read/wrIte/space etc). 

2. TU45 Data Reliability - Writes and reads user-determined data 
patterns, and thereby tests TU45 and TM02 circuitry. The 
program provides printouts whenever any errors occur. 

3. Drive Function Timing - Tests for proper tape motion timing 
(speed, acceleration, deceleration) and data transfer rate. 

4. Basic Functions Test - Exercises the TM02 read/write 
circuitry utilizing the maintenance wrap-arounds while using 
programmer-determIned random data. 

5. TU45 Utility Driver- (BRUTUS - Brute Foree Subroutln~) ~ 
Per.forms up to 15 operational functions determined by the 
user. 

6. Data Tape Create - Utility Program SUPPlement to Random Data 
Exerciser~ . Creates a pape~ tape containing a desired data 
pattern for use as Pattern 0 of tne Data Reliability P~ogram. 



CLOCKS 

CONTENTS 

3,2.1 System Clocks 

3.2,3 Performanee Checks 

3,2.4 AdjUstments 

3,2.1 System Cloc~s 

All free-running 'Yltem clock waveforms used in the TU45/TM02 are 
generated from a 3,84-MHz, crystal controlled clock located. on the MTA 
mOdule M8921, The 3,84-MHz cloek il dlv1ded down to 240 kHz, and Is 
t~.nlmitt.d to the TM02 via the slave bus [CLOCK (SBll by an on-line, 
,eleeted tranlport loadld with tape, On the Tape Control Common Mode 
(TCC~) modUle (M8903), this 24S-kHz cloek is further diVided to 
provide. 

DATA HALF 
800 BPI CLK 
208 BPI CLK 

120 kHz 
60 kHz 
15 kHz 

These clocks perform various housekeeping functions In the TM02. For 
example, 800 BPI CLK clocks the Motion Delay counter (M8903-YA, sheet 
3), 200 BPI CLK counts the lOB Counter, Write End Counter, and 
Shutdown Counter. 

DATA HALF Is essentially a 1600-bpi ClOCK, and Is used In functions 
pertalnlno to PE mode. For instance, it clocks the Character Counter 
on the Tape Control-PE module (M8902-YA, sheet 4). 



3,2.2 Write Clock 

The TM.2 Is capable of reading and wr1tlng data at leveral bit 
densitt... To_ do thi., a leparate clock .10nal, whole frequency 
de~end' .on the tape data density, mu.t be developed, WRT eLK 1s this 
11;n.l, WRT eLK 11 ~ranlmltted to the TM02 by a selected, powered 
TU45 loaded w1th tape and tunnlng at speed (except durino a rewind). 
It I, used in the TM02 to produce the follow1ng clock slgnall: 

WB CK 

ST eLK 

PE CLK 

Clocks the TeCM Write Buffer (M8903-YA), sheet 2). 

Used to generate PE write data states in the Tape 
Control-PE. module (M8902-YA, sheet 2). 

Used in PE mode to control TeCM Write Multiplex 
(M8903-YA, sheet 2). 

WRT eLK is generated in the following manner. A nu~ber is prespt into 
a 74t61 (synchronously loaded) binary counter (M8921, MTA module), 
Which 15 then upcounted at 960kHz. When the counter overflows, WRT 
eLK H 15 asserted and causes the counter to be preset at the leading 
edge of the next 960-kHz cloCk pulse. With the counter preset, WRT 

'eLK will be negated by the trailing edqe of that same 960-kHz cloek 
pulse. The counter ~ill be clocked up as before, until ~verflow, and 
the cycle is repeated. 

The presets of the 74161 counter are determined by various signals and 
conditions. These are listed in Table 3.2-1, along with" the resulting 
counter presets, WRT CLK frequency, and density. Note that WRT eLK 

, frequency for 1600 bpi Is 'four times that of 800 bpi. This Is because 
1600 bpi 1s used only in PE mode, and PE mode requires a double 
frequency WRT eLK. 

Obviously, the frequency of the cycle will vary with the magnitude of 
the preset. Figure 3.2-1 shows timing diagrams for presets of -1 (-n 
= 2·5 complement of n), -2, and -3. Note that for a preset of en, the 
frequency of WRT eLK,. f(WRT eLK) = £960/Cn+l)1 kHz. 

3.2.3· Performance Checks 

Refer to the Acceptance Procedure In the appropriate .yste. manual 
(TJU45 -or TWU45) Whichever Is appl1cable • . 

None. 



Table 3.2-1 

Write Clock FrequenCies 

DEN DEN DEN Test Test WRT eLK Frequency 
2 1 0 PE DEN Counter Presets kHz (bpi)' 

LSB MSB 

0 a 0 1 1 10000011 15(200) 
0 0 1 1 1 01010111 41.7(556) 
0 1 0 1 1 10001111 60(800) 
0 1 1 1 1 10001111 60(800) 

On-Line 1 a 0 1 1 10111111 240(1600) 
1 0 1 1 1 00111111 192(1277)Reserved 
1 1 0 1 1 10001111 60(800)Reserved 
1 1 1 1 1 10111111 240(1600)peserved 

x x x 0 0 01010011 17.5(233) 
Off-Line x x x 0 1 10001111 60(800) 

x x x 1 0 00111111 192(1277) 
x x x 1 1 10000011 15(200) 

960 KHz CLOCK 

lOAD OFlO lOAD OFLO lOAD OFlO LOAD OFLO LOAD o FLO lOAD 

. COUNT OUTPUT J I I I I I I I I I I (PRESET =-1) 

( ( ( ( ( 
WRT ClK H 

U U U U U L 
LOAD -I OFlO lOAD -I OFLO LOAD -I OFLO LOAD -I 

COUNT OUTPUT J I I I (PRESET = -2 ) 

( ( ( 
WRT ClK H I I I 

LOAD -2 -I o FLO lOAD -2 -I OFLO LOAD -2 -I OFlO 

COUNT OUTPUT J I I I I ( (PRESET = -3) 

( ( 
WRT ClK H 

I I r 
CS-1616 

Flqure 3.2-1 WRT CLK Generation Timing (MTA-M8921) 
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REGISTER READING AND WRITING 

CONTENTS 

3.3.1 Register Write 

3.3,2 Register Read 

3.3.3 Attention Summary Reglste~ (R04) 

3,3.4 Performance Checks 

3.3.5 AdjUstments 

3.3 INTRODUCTION 

The Massbus Controller performs register transfers to control and 
determine the status of the TU45/TM02. These register transfers are 
performed on the control bus of the Massbus. 

3,3.1 Reg1ster Write 

The Massbus Controller writes into TM02 registers to control TU4S/TM02 
operations, To accomplish a register write (Figures 3.3-1 and 3.3-2), 
the contrOller simultaneouslY: 

Places a five-bit address code on the Drive (TM02) Select 
lines. 

Plaees the five-bit register select code of the desired 
register on the Register Select lines, 

Places the information to be written on the ~ontrol lines. 

Places a parity bit (Odd parity) on the CPA line. This 
parity bit is aSSOCiated with the data on the Control lines, 

Asserts CTOD H. 



The controller now waits for thele siqnals to settle (l25 ns) and then 
assert. DEM H. 

All drives diasY-Chained on the Massbus examine the Drive (TM02) 
Select lines (M8909, sheet 2), but only the drive whose un1t select 
jumper block Conflguration corresponds to the si~nals on the Drive 
(TM02) Select lines ls"conditioned to respond to OEM H. All dr1ves 
decode the ReOister Select lines, but onlY the seleeted dr1ve will 
util1ze the information on thele 11nel, 

When DEM H Is reeeived by the selected TM02, a 70-ns PULSE H is 
generated, whieh produces ASYC WRT L (also of 70-n5 duration). 

In the meantime: 

1. The TM02 has checked for control bUS parity (M8909, sheet 4) 
and, If detected, a par1ty error SET eMB PE L has been 
asserted. 

2. The TM02 has decoded the Register Select lines and generated 
Rn L (where n designates the selected register). If Rn 15 a 
nonexlstent reg1ster, SET ILR (Set Illegal Register) is 
generated, 

3. If Rn 15 not R3 (Maintenance register) orR4 (Attention 
Summary register) and GO L is asserted (i.e" an operat1on 
other than rewind 15 be1ng executed), then the TM02 generates 
SET RMR (Set Register Modification Refused), 

If nelther SET ILR or SET RMR has been asserted, ASYC WRT L generates 
REG WRT L. REG WRT L, along with Rn L, load the selected register 
with the data on the Control lines, If SET CMBPE, SET ILR, or SET RMR 
~ere asserted, the corresponding bits in the Error register are set. 

The trailing edge of PULSE L triggers a 20-ns one-shot. When the 
20-ns one-shot times out, TFA is asserted and transmitted to the 
Massbus Controller. This Signal, when received by the Massbus 
Controller, notifies it that the write sequence In the TM02 Is over. 
The controller therefore negates DEM H and this in turn negates T~A 
(M8909, sheet 1); the register transfer is over. 
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Figure 3.3-2 Register Write Timing Diagram 

3.3.2 Regilter Read 

The Malibu. Controller can read any TM02 register to determine the 
statuI of the TU45/TM02. To do so (Figures 3.3-3 and 3.3-4), the 
controller simultaneouslY: 

Places a five-bit drive address code on the Drive Select 
lines. 

Places the five-bit. register select cOde of the desired 
reqlster on the Register Select lines. 

Negates CTOD H. 

The controller now walts 325 ns for these signals to settle on the 
Malsbus and then a~s.rts OEM H. 

Drive eTM02) select recognition and register select recognition occur 
in the same way as for a register write (M8909, sheet .2), only the 
selected TM02 will respond. 



When DEM H Is received by the selected TM02, a 70-ns PULSE H 15 
generated. If a nonexistent register 1s decoded on the Register 
Select lines, SET ILR H will be generated, and, on the leading edge of 
PULSE H, the ILP bit of the Error register will be set. If a legal' 
register has been addressed, Rn L (as decoded from the Peglster Select 
lines, where n is the selected register) will multiplex the bits of 
the selected register to the Control Line Latches (M8905-YA, sheet 4 
and Figure 3.3-5). 

-The register multiplexers are located on several of the TM02 logic 
modules, but their outputs are "commoncollectored". Table 3.3-1 
lists the location in the engineering drawing set of the various 
multiplexers. 

The tra1ling edge of PULSE L triggers a 20-ns one-shot, Which causes 
LCTOD L to be asserted. LCTOD loads the Control L1ne Latches with the 
mUltiplexed register contents and gates the reg1ster contents onto the 
Control linel. 

When the 20-ns one-Shot times out, TRA is aSSerted and transmitted to 
the Massbus Controller. Upon receip~ of TRA H, the controller strobes 
in the data on the control lines and negates OEM H. OEM H, a low, 
negates TRA L in th~ TM02, and also negates LCTOD L. With LCTOO L 
negated, the type 74173 Control Line Latches produce high level (+SV), 
high impedance outputs. 

3 •. 3.3. Attention Summary Register (R04) 

The Attention Summary register is shared by all TM02s (and other 
drives) that are connected to a particular Massbus Controller. 
Therefore, when reading or writing this register, it is ,not required 
to place any address code on the Drive Select lines of the Massbus. 
Each TM02 is enabled to respond when it decodes R4 L from the Register 
Select lines. It should be noted, however, that the DEMAND-TRANSFEF 
"handshake" is carried on in the normal manner by the TM02. 

3.3.3.1 Register 04 Read - To 'read the Attention Summary reqlster, 
the Massbus Controller performs its usual register read sequence, 
however, no particUlar TM02 address code need be placed on the Drive 
Select l1nes. When each TM02 decodes R4 L from the ~egister Select 
11nes, it places its ATA (Attention Active) status bit on one of the 

-Control lines of the Massbus; which Control line is determined by the 
unit select plug configuration (unit number) of the particular TM02. 
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Table 3.3-1 
Register Locations 

Re9ilter Bit Source Multiplexer 
Drawing Sheet Drawing Sheet 

00 Control fl.8909 5 M9805-YA 6 
01 Status M8903-YA 7 
02 Error M8909 1 1 M8909 10 
<l3 Maintenance M8905-YA 2,3,5 M8905-YA 4 
04 Attention Summary M8909 3 
05 Frame Count M8909 8 M8909 10 
06 Drive Type fwlS903-YA 7 
01 Check Char"acter M8905-YA 3 M8905-YA 4 

and M8901-YC 3,5,7 
10 Tape Control M8905-YA 6 M8903-YA 7 

and MB90S-YA 6 
11 Serial Number MTA(M8921) 2 MP903-YA 7 

A type 74145 BCD decOder (M8909, sheet 3 and Figure 3.3-6) multiplexes 
the ATA bit onto the proper Control line. Inputs DO, 01, and D2 of 
the decoder are the unit select (U50-2) configuration of the TM02. If 
register 4 11 be1ng read and the ATA bit 15 asserted, input 03 is low 
(units 0 and 2 in Figure 3.3-6). The input to the BCD decoder 1s 
therefore the unit select configuration; the appropriate output is 
asserted low, but is later Inverted by the Massbus Drivers. 

If the ATA bit 15 not asserted (unit 1 in Figure 3.3-6), 03 is high 
and the decoder decodes 8 or higher (8+n for unit n). Since only 
outputs 0-7 of the decoder are used, this condition will not produce a 
high on the Control lines. 

3.3.3.2 Register 04 Write - To write the Attention Summary register, 
the Massbus Controller performs the usual register write sequence • 

. However, it need not specify a particular TM02 on the Drive Select 
lines. The DEMAND-TRANSFER handshake Is caried ~ut in the normal 
manner, but TM02 internal operation 1s slIghtly different. 

When REG WRT L Is generated, one of the Control lines is multiplexed 
(M8909, sheet 3) into the TM02. If the signal on the Control line is· 
h1gh, it resets the ATA flip-floP; If it 1s low, it has no effect. 
The Controf line is selected by the unit select conf1guration (USO-2) 
of the particular TM02, input to a type 74151 multiplexer. 



3.3,4 Performance Checks 

Refer to the Acceptance Procedure in the appropriate system manual 
(TJU45 or TWU45) wh1chever is applicable. 

3,3.5 Adjustments 

None. 
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CONTENTS 

3.4.1 Error Check 

3.4.2 Attention (ATTN) 

3.4.3 Exception (EXC) 

3.4.4 Performance Checks 

3.4.5 Adjultments 

3.4.6 Troubleshootlnq 

, 3.4 INTRODUCTION 

ERRORS 

Thi. /see-ticn ! discusses the error check sequence perfor~ed by the 
TM02, al .ell as TM02.and system response. to error conditions (ATTN 
and EXC a.lerted). For a detailed discussion of the Error re;lster 
bits, refer to Chapter 2,' Paraoraph 2.5.3. 

3.4.1 Error Cheek 

Whenever the Control reqlster Is loaded, setting the GO bit, an error 
check il performed. If· an error condition exists, the operation 
specified by the function cod"e In the Control reQister 11 Inhibi ted • 

. 
If any bit In the Error register is asserted, COMPER H (Composite 
Error) is asserted (MBI 10), If the Control reoister 11 loaded While 
~hls sional is asserted, PREY ER H (Previous Error) is oenerated and 
prevents the assertion of OCC (Occupied) on the Mallbus (MBI 7). This 
clear~ the Control register GO bit, whieh In turn sets the TM~2 ATA 
bJt and asserts ATTN on the ~assbus. 



3.4.2 Attent10n (ATTN) 

Attention (ATTN) 11 asserted on the Mallbus by any drive that requires 
lerv1c1nq, ATTN Is aSlerted (MSI 3) under the fol10wlnq conditions: 

"I. At the completloh of an erase, space, or wr1te t~pe mark 
operation 

2. Upon 1nit1ation Of rewind command 

3. Upon loading a 1 Into the GO bit of the Control register 
while an error conditlon exists 

4. Upon term1nation of an operation during which an error 
occurred or sse was asserted 

5. Upon termination of any operation during which END POINT was 
asserted " 

When the Massbus Controller senses that the ATTN line of the Massbus 
is asserted, it must read the A~tentlon Summary register (R04) to 
determine which drive(s) require(s) servicing. It will service each 
drive whose ATA bit is asserted, and will clear the ATA bit of the 
drive upon completion of servicing. 

To service a TM02, the Massbus Controller first reads the Status 
register (ROl) to determine why servicing is required. If the ERR 
(Composite Error) bit of the Status register is asserted, it will read 
the Error register (~02) to determine which error has occurred, and 
will then proceed accordingly. If the sse (Slave Status Change) bit 
of the Status register is set, the Massbus Controller will poll all of 
the slaves controlled by the TM02 to determine whIch one requires 
servicing and why. 

3.4.3 ExcePtion (EXC) 

The EXC line of the Malsbus is immediately alsert-ed (MBI 9) by the 
TN02 whenever any error occurs during a data transfer operation (OCe 
TN asserted). 

If durin; a write data operation, an error WhICh Is serious enough to 
invalidate ~ata occurs, then the TM02 asserts EBL on the MaSlbus. It 
also terminates the write operation (WRITE END L asserted), stopping 
tape motion after erasinq" IRG. 



The following error conditions cause the TM02 to assert ESL: 

1. A data transfer operation is attempted while an error 
cond1t1on ex1sts 1n the TM02. 

2. An error condition occurs while the data transfer is being 
initiated. 

3. A Class B error CUNS, OPI, DTE) or an ILF error occurs while 
a data transfer command 1s belnq executed. 

4. A data error (INC/VPE, DPAR, PEF/LRC, COR/eRe) occurs durin; 
the data transfer operation, while bit 12(EAODTE) of the. Tap. 
Control register Is set. 

3,4,4 Performance Cheeks 

Refer to the Acceptance Procedure 1n the appropriate system .anual 
(TJU45 or TWU45) whichever 1s .ppllc.~le. 

3,4.5 Adjustments 

None. 

3.4.6 Troubleshooting 

When troubleShoot1ng the error detection c1rcuitry of the TU45/TM02, 
it Is preferable to start at the Error register Itself, Most of the 
Error reglster fliP-flops are located In the Maslbus Interface 
(MBI-lll, The rest are located as follows: 

1. INC/VPE, PEF/LRC, and COR/CRe are on TCPE-2/CNRZ-2. 

2. CS/ITM is on TCPE-2/CNRZ-4. 

3. NSG is on TeCM-5. 

Table 3.4-1 lists errors WhiCh could be detected during certain 
operations and remain asserted after the operation is completed. If 
errors other than those Indicated occur, the TU45/TM02 error detection 
~ircUitry should be suspect. 



Table3.4-J 
1 TU45/TM02 Operations and Possible~rrors 

~ ~ ~ 
~ 

Erron 
== ~ 

~ U 

~ ~ i ~ i i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - r.Il ~ 

= rf r.Il ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 
Operations U Q Z u Q 0 u 

Write to any register· X X X 
Read fromm any register X 
Load CSt with "NO-OP" X X X X X X 
Load CSt with "REWIND-OFF LINE" X X X X X X 
Load CSt with "REWIND" X X X X X X 
Load CSt with "DRIVE CLEAR" X X X X X 
Load CSt with "WRITE TAPE MARK" X X X X X X X X X X X 
Load CSt with "ERASE" X X X X X X X X 
Load CSt with "SPACE FWD" X X X X X X X X 
Load CSt with "SPACE REV" X X X X X X X X 
Load CSt with "WRITE CHECK FWD" X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Load CSt with "WRITE CHECK REV" X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Load CSt with "WRITE FWD" X X X X- X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Load CS t with "READ FWD" X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Load CSt with "READ REV" X X X X X X X X X X X ,X X X X X 
MASSBUS INIT X 
Write into AS or MT register X X 

·Except AS or MT. 



TAPE MOTION: 

CONTENTS 

3,5,1 Tape Unit StatuI Sensors 

3,5,2 On-Line Operation 

3,5,3 Tape Motion Initiation (On-Line) 

3,5,4 Tape Motion Termination (On-Line) 

3.5.5 Performance Checks 

3,5 SEE PERTEC MANUAL 

3.5,1 Tape Unit status Sensors 

The tape atatul (EOT/BOT) and write lock sen.or feature. are discussed 
in this section. 

EOT/BOT Sen.or - To locate the beginninq and end of the recOrding area 
on the ta'PI, the load and end pOints are marked by reflective strips 
mounted Oft the nonoxide side· of the tape, The diMenlions and 
placement of thele strips are shown in Fioure 3.5-1, 

The stripi are det.cted by the Phototranliltorl of the. EOT/BOT sensor 
as.emblY. It consists ·of.an EOT senior Phototranliltor, located to 
detect. light reflected from the EOT' strip, .a BOT sensor 
Phototranslstor, located to detect light retlected fro. the BOT strip, 
The outputs of the EOT and BOT sionals are ampli!ted, filtered, and 

.converted to logic levels, produein; alonall BOT (8B) L, END PT H, and 
END PT (8B) L. ' 



The assertion of END PT H sets a flip-flop, which remains set until 
either the tape 11 rewound or EOT Is negate~ while the tape Is 
ttavelln; In the reverse direction, Thus, if the tape Is moved 
forward past the EOT marker, the END PT flip-floP remains let even 
after the marker Is pasled and Is cleared only by rewinding or 
rever_in; the tape back past the EOT marker. Settlno the END PT 
fliP-floP has the followlnQ effectsl 

1. If the TU45 is Off-line forward tape motion stops and the 
transport does not accept manual forward commands until the 
tape Is rewound or reversed off the EOT marker. 

2. If the TU45 Is on-line and selected by the TM02, the TU45 
signal END PT (58) L'is asserted, Indicating to the TM02 that 
It has passed the end pOint. 

NOTE 

Notice that If TU45 lion-line, It does 
not stop automatically upon detecting 
EOT. It Is permlssable to write data up 
to 10 ft, past the end pOint. It Is up 
to the programmer to ensure that he does 
not run past this pOint. 

The assertion of BOT H has the following effects: 

1. The TU45 accepts no new rewind commands. 

The LO PT indicator is lit. 

2. If the TU45 is on-l1ne and selected by the TM02, it asserts 
the transport bus Signal BOT (5B~ L, indicating to the TM02 
that it 15 at BOT. 

write Lock • To protect tapes from Inadvertent eralure, tape r.el~ are 
provided with • write enable ring. If a reel of tape II .ounted on 
the TU45 Tape Transport w1th its write enable ring removed, this 
condition 1, sensed and the -transport refuses to honor any write 
commands, Further, if the transport Is on-line and .elected by its, 
controller, it asserts WRL (58) L to the TM02 Tape Controller, 
indicating tb the TM02 that it 1s write-locked, 



'

RECORDING AREA 
SEE NOTE 2 

O.03-IN. MAX 

EOT 

f 

HUB END 

MAGNETIC SIDE 

PHOTO REFLECTIVE MARKERS 
SEE NOTE 1 

0.498 L :to.002 IN. 

• J---j.-- RIM END 

~
OT' ~t ~.03-IN. MAX 

15 FT.:!:t FT. 

BACK SIDE ~ 0.0019 

~ L~O.0003IN. 

MAGNETIC SIDE~·"'-·T 

NOTES: 
BACK SIDE 

FRONT VIEW 

SCHEMATIC OF TAPE WINDING 

(1) Photo reOective markers shall not protrude beyond 
edge of tape and shall be free of wrinkles and excessive ad· 
hesive. Marker dimensions: length, 1.2 ± 0.2 inch; width, 
0.19 ± O.O~ inch; thickness, 0.0005 ± 0.0001 inch. 

(2) Minimwn for test area; maximum for recording. 
(3) Tape shaD not be attached to the hub. 

CP-0223 

Figure 3,5-1 Tape Marker., ReCOrding Area, and Tape Wind 

PrincipallY, the assemblY consists of the write-loek .olenoid and the 
write-lock switch, Wnen no write enable ring Is in&e~t.d In the fl1e 
reel, • feeler attached to the end of the soleno1d shaft ext"ends into 
the write-lock slot ori the back of the reel,. This feeler puts the 
write-lock .witch In it. normally elos.d po.Stion, a •• er~1ng WRL (58) 
L. When a write enable ring is in.erted in the fil. reel, the rln; 
pushes back the solenoid shaft, aetuatin; the write-Ioek Iwitch and 
negating WRL (SB) L. "If th~ write enable .witch 11 .etuated the 
write-lock lolenoid 1. engaqed to withdraw the write-loek feeler from 
contact with the ring, This keeps the write-lock .wlteh actuated 
until the tape is unloaded and reduces wear of the write-lock assembly 
and write enable ring durlnq·tape unit operation, 

"3,5.2 On-Line Operation 

When the TU45 is on-line all tranlport operations are di~.eted by the 
fM02 via' the slave bUI, The slave bu. connect. the TM02 Tape 
Controller to UP to eight TU45 Tape Tranlports, 



3.5.2.1 Transport Selection and Status Reporting - All of the, tape 
transports in a system are wired to the same slave bus, but only one 
transport can be logically connected to the bus at one time, i.e., 
only one transport can transmit its status to the TM02 Tape Controller 
and respond to commands, and only one transport can be reading or 
writing data at a given time. 

To select the particular tape transport to converse with the tape 
controller, the controller transmits a binary code on bus lines SSOO 
(5B) L, 5501 (8B) L, and 5502 (SB) L. Each transport on the bus 
compares this code to the transport number determined by the unit 
select switCh. If the selection code transmitted by the TM02 Tape 
Controller matches the transport number, and the transport is on-line, 
the transport logically connects itself to the slave bus. All other 
transports remain logically disconnected and neither transmit nor 
respond to bus signals. 

When a particular transport is logically connected to the slave bus, 
it transmits status information to the tape controller as follows: 

7eH (58) L 

SOT (58) L 

END PT (5S) 

WRL (58) L 

RWS (58) L 

SDWN (58) L 

TUR (SB) L 

L 

Always negated in the Tape Transport. 

Asserted when the tape is pOSitioned at load 
pOint (beginning of tape). ' 

Asserted When the End Point flip-flop is set. 

Asserted when the Tape Transport is 
write-locked. 

Asserted when the Rewind Status (RWS) 
flip-floP is set. 

Asserted when the transport is settling down 
following an ope.ation, l,e" aalerted for 
about 5.0 ms following the command to 
terminate an operatlon while the capstan 1s 
coming to a halt. 

Asserted when the, tape uni t 1s ready to 
receive' any command: i,e" when the 
transport is neither perform1ng an operation 
nor settling down following an operaiion, 



3.5.3 Tape Motion Initiation (On-Line) 

When D~V SET PLS is generated by the Massbus Interface module (MBI 6), 
the TM02 negates STOP L (TeeM 3) and asserts SLAVE SET PLS L (TCeM 4) 
and £MD L (TCCM 3) on the. slave bUS (Figures 3.5-2 and 3.5-3). During 
a read or write data operation, this is a consequence of the assertion 
of RUN H by the Massbus Controller.' ,During nondata transfer 
operations that require tape motion, this is a consequence of loading 
~he corresponding function code (GO bit set) lnto the Control register 
(ROO). 

SELECT L I .... ______________ ~'r_----------
( ~ 
J 

SLAVE SET PLS L ~ U \~ 

\~ L TUR (S8) L 

n IJ U EMD (S8) L 

-.I START MOTION I- -ISTOP MOTION t-
·1 DELAY i--____ ---'H~----D-EL-AY--

I I ACCL L 

WRT CLK H __________ llilJ[~~~----------------------------~~.Ttn~ __ 

STOP L 
~---------~~\~----------

SOWN (S8) L 
~(~J-------------~ 
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Flqure 3.5-2 Tape Motion Timing 

~f a TU4S Is-selected, on-line, and loaded with tape (MOL H allerted), 
It respond, to SLAVE SET PLS and the FWD, REV, and RWND command lines 
~f the Ilave bus by setting the corresponding motion control. 
flip-floPS (l,e" FWD, REV, and RWND flip-flops], If the WRITE 
command l1ne Is asserted, along with the RWND com.a~d· line, SET 
OFFLINE L is generated. If WRITE is asserted but RWND 'ls not; SLAVE 
SET PLS lets WRITE H (MTA) and Is transmltted to the TU4S to activate 
WRITE and ERASE circuits. 



Motion control signals (FWD(l) H, REVel) H & RNNO H) within the MTA 
control the capstan servo and drive circuits as described in the TU45 
Manual. At the same time, WRITE(l) H (IN MTA), if set, causes tape to 
be ~rased, generating IRG as the tape comes UP to speed and the start 
motion delay times out. Simultaneously with motion initiation, EMO L 
oates the motion delay presets onto the. Read Data lines of the slave 
bus (SC 2) and loads them into the Motion Delay Counter in the TM02 
(TCCM 3). When EMD L is negated, the counter Is upcounted by 800 BPI 
eLK until it reaches a count of 2 -to the 14th power, at which time 
ACCL H and READING L are asserted, and further clocking is inhibited. 
The presets of the counter determine the time interval necessary to 
reach a count of 2 to the 14th power, and hence the duration of the 
motion delay. When an erase or write tape mark operation is 
performed, the presets to the motion delay may be modified. 
Modification occurs only when starting in the forward direction, not 
from BOT (E60 pins 3, 4, 5, and 6), and adds 48 ms to the start motion 
delay; this produces an extended lRG on tape. The presets depend on 
the type of operation performed (read/write), the direction of tape 
motion, and other parameters. Table 3.5-1 lists the motion delays 
generated under the various conditions. READING L enables the read 
circuitry in the TM02. ACCL L is transmitted to the TU45, where it 
enables generation of WRT CLOCK and other read and write functions. 

Once forward or reverse tape motion is initiated, it continues (unless 
a TU45 mechanical or power failure is sensed) unt1l the TM02 transmits 
STOP L asserted to the transport. 

If a rewind operation is being performed, STOP L Is asserted as soon 
as DRV SET PLS is negated. Once the Rewind Status f11p-flop is set, 
the TU45 performs the rewind operation independentlY. The 1U45 

·notifies the TM02 that it is performing a rewind by asserting RWS L on 
the slave bus. When the rewind control sequence is over, motion 
terminates automatically and the TM02 is notified when the TU45 
asserts SET sse L (Slave Status Change) on the slave bus. 

Table 3.5-1 

Start and Stop Motion Delays 

Start/Stop Direction of Motion Operation 

Erase/Write 
Read/Space Write Tape Mark 

'Reverse 1.6 rns 
Start Motion Delays Forward 1.6 ms 4.8 ms . 53.3 ms 

Forward from BOT 8.5 rns 72.5 IDS 72.5 ms 

Reverse 1.0 ms 
ftop Motion Delays Forward 0 .53 ms .53 ms 
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Figure 3.5-3 Tape Motion Initiation rlowchart 

3,5.4 Tape Motion Termination (~n-Line) STOP L 

The TU.S terminate. tape' motion wben ~ puls. clears the .otlon control 
flip-flops (M8921), Several sequences cause this to happen, depending 
on the type of operation being perform~d (Figure 3,5-4), The various 
lequene •• ar,e discusled in the following paraoraphl, 

3.5.4.1 Read - During a read operation, the motion termination 
sequence begins when the read circuitry negates RST SHDN CNTR+ this 
occurs When the read heads presumably encounter the IRG after reading 
a data record- or tape mark. 

When a tape mark or data record (24 preamble characters for PE, 10 
data Characters for NRZI) is encountered, ENBL SHON CNTR L is asserted 
CTePE Sand CNRZ 4) b~Cau$e ·the Gap Detection T1mer (TeCM S) will be 
lAactlve, and E35 pin '8 will be low. Thls allows ENBL SHDN CNTR L to 
oate 200 BPI eLK H to shutdown Counter (E5t). 



When no envelopes are detected in PE mode, (ANY ENV H negated), or 
when no RSDO pulses are received from the TU45 in NRZI mode, RST SHDN 
CNTF L is negated. This allows the Shutdown Counter to be upcounted. 
If the counter reaches a count of 15, EOR PLS and EOP CLR L are 
produced. EOR CLR L asserts EMD L, (TCCM 3) and thereby initiates a 
stop· motion delay. EMD L loads the motion delay counter with presets 
gated by the TU45 onto the Read Data lines of the slav~ bus, just as 
occurred during motion lnitiation (Paragraph 3.5.3). The presets 
will, however, be different during start and stop delays. 

Note that because ACCL H was negated (ElS, pin 2, a high), the two 
most Significant bits of the motion delay counter are preset high, 
asserting DECL Hand negatingFEADING L. T~e counter is upcounted 
until overflow, at which, time DECL H is negated and ACCL H 1s 
asserted. The leading edqe of ACCL H ClOCKS the Stop flip-flop (E57), 
causing STOP L asserted to be transmitted to the TU45. STOP L clears 
the FWD or REV motion .control flip-flop, and thereby causes the 
capstan activating signal to be removed. As tape motion slows down, 
SOWN L is asserted by the TU45 and transmitted to the TM02. When tape 
motion stops, TUR L 1s asserted and transmitted to the TM02. 

3.5.4.2 Write - Termination during a wr1te is al~ost identical to 
that during a read. Note the difference: 

1; The Gap Detection Timer (TCCM 5) is active, because WRT CLK 
ENBL L is asserted during the write. Thus ENBL SHDN CNTR L 
cannot gate clock pulses to the Shutdown Counter until 1.6 ms 
(24 200 BPI CLK pulses) after the last character is written. 

3.5.4.3 Erase -' Termination during an ~rase tollows a sequence 
similar to that of a write. The sequence starts as soon as the start 
motion delay is over (READING L asserted). This activates TeCM 5 E41 
(pins 8, 9, and 10), and causes the Shutdown Counter to be upclocked 
immediately, because RST 5HON CNTF L remains unasserted. Thus the 
stop motion delay follows the start motion delay almost "immediately, 
and tape (approximately 3 in.) 15 erased throuqhout. 



Fioure 3.5-4 Tape Motion Termination Flowchart. 



3.5.4.4 Space - Termination during a space is similar to that of a 
read. Each time an IRG Is detected, a stop motion delay is generated 
and STOP L 15 transmitted to the MTA (TU45) and clears the motion 
control flip-flop. However, as soon as SOWN L a~serted 15 received by 
the TM02, a DRV SET PLS is generated, which produces a start motion 
delay and a SLAVE SET PLS. This causes·the motion control flip-flOP 
to be set once again. Thus, start motion delays and stop motion 
delays are produced as each record is spaced. 

Each time a record is detected, the Frame Count register 1s 
incremented. When the Frame Count reqister overflows, or when a tape 
mark is detected, further DRV 5ET pUlses are inhibited; the motion 
control flip-flop remains cleared, and tape motion ceases. 

3.5.4.5 Rewind - Once ·the RWND flip-flop In the TU45 is set, the 
transport performs the rewind operation independently. The transport 
rewinds past the BOT marker, then spaces forward until it encounters 
the BOT marker again. RWND STATUS H will go low. It also causes RWD 
STATUS to change (MTA) and assert SSC'PULSE on the slave bus. 

3.5.4.6 Operation Incomplete (OPI) - The OPI bit of the Error 
register is set when the end of a record is not detected within 4.2 
sec of the initiation of a read or a space operation, or if the end of 
a record is not detected within .42 sec after the initiation of a 
write operation. If OPI H 15 asserted, 200 BPI eLK H 1s gated to the 
Shutdown Counter. The shutdown sequence begins if or when PST SHDN 
CNTR L 1s negated. ThUs, 1f a record has not been detected, Shutdown 
begins immediately. If a record is belnq detected, the shutdown 
sequence begins at the end of the record. 

3.5.5 Performance CheCKS 

Refer to the Acceptance Procedure in the appropriate system manual 
CTJU45 or TWU451 whichever 1s applicable. 



READ (PEl 

CONTENTS 

3.6.1 Read Heads and Amplif1ers 

-3.6.2 Data Sync 

3.6.3 Preamble Detection 

3.6.4 Data Detection 

3.6.5 Postamble Detection 

3.6.6 IRG Detection 

3.6.7 lOB Detection 

3.6.8 Tape Mark Detection 

3.6.9 Performance Checks 

3.6 INTRODUCTION 

ThIs section discusses the operation of the TM02 read circuitry when 
operating in PE mode. The PE read data path (reference Figure 2.6) is 
covered from the digital read to the inputs of the Bit Fiddler. Bit 
Fiddler read operation is described in section 3.8 (M8906). 

3.6.1 Read Heads and Amplifiers 

~he outputs of the TU45 Read Amplifier are routed to the slave bus via 
a type 8266 mUltiple~ on the MTAmodule M8921. The read data signals 
are then transmitted to the-TeeM module in the TM02, where they are 
~ultlplexed to the three oBia Sync modules (M8901-ye).. . 

• The M890l-YA Is used in some earlier TM02-s, however the M890l-ye 1s 
the most current revision and is the only module currently being 
shIpped. 



The output of the SLAVE Read Data flip-flop follows the polarity of 
the magnetic f1eld on the tape; it contains the data in phase encoded 
form. 

3.6.2 Data Sync 

The Data Sync module (M8901-YC) contains three sections, each of which 
processes a single track of read data (Figure 3.6-1). Each of these 
sections contains a data d1scriminator, a phase-locked clock, a Deskew 
Buffer, error detection circuitry, and error correction circuitry 
(F1gure 3.6-2). To process nine tracks of data, three Data Sync 
modules are required. 

NOTE 

Operation of all sections 
M8901-YC Data Sync module is 
Therefore, all discussions of 
operation reference section A 
(OS 2 and 3), unless 
specified. 

of the 
identical. 
Data Sync 
schematics 

otherw ise, 

3.6.2.1 Phase-Locked Clock - Conversion of phase encoded data into 
binary data requires generation of a data window for each track in 
sync with the data transitions in the track. The direction of the 
data transition within the data window determines whether a 1 or a 0 
bit is detected. 

The phase-locked clock (OS 3) operates to generate the data window and 
to keep it in. sync with the incoming data stream. The heart of the 
phase-locked clock 15 a voltage controlled- oscillator (VeO) and a 
phase detector (type 4044). The phase detector senses the phase 
relationship between incom1ng data tranSitIons (BIT STRB) and the veo 
output Signal divided by 32 (TP3). If the frequency of data 
transitions increases (decreases), BIT STRB beg1ns to leaa (lag) TP3. 
This increases (decreases) the VGO output fiequency and brings the two 
s1gnals back in phase. ThuS, the frequency of TP3 becomes the same as. 
the frequency of BIT STRB. The data window (WINDOW) 15 generated 90 
degrees out of phase with TP3 (OS 2 and F1gure 3.6-3). 

3.6.2.2 Data Discriminator - The data discriminator .converts the 
ghase encoded data on its track into binary form: 1 = h1gh, 0'= low. 
To do so, the data window must first be synchronized to the frequency 
of the incoming data. It 1s for purposes of synchron1za~ion that the 
preamble is used. 
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Figure 3.6-1 Data Sync Channels 

To understand the operation of the data discriminator, it Should be 
noted that the data discriminator operates in three modes (Figure 
3.6-4): 

1. During the start motion delay, READING H Is negated, 
ANY TRANS L (Any Transition) to be asserted CTePE 5). 
this condition, lOB may be detected (ParagraPh 3.6.7). 

causing 
During 

2. When the motion delay times out, ANY TRANS is negated. 
During thiS condition, preamble 0·5 may be detected 
(Paragraph 3.6.3). 

3. When 24 preamble O's are detected, RECORD ACTIVE and ANY 
TRANS are asserted. Durinq this condition, the preamble l's 
character and data are detected (paragraph 3.6.4). 

3.6.2.3 Deskew Buffer - The Deskew Buffer stores ·the binary data 
detected by the data discrimlnator until a whole tape character 
becomes available. Because eight bits of data can be stored for eaCh 
track, a skew of up to seven tape characters can be accommodated. 

The DeSkew Buffer Is implemented by nine type 74172 2 by 8 random 
access' registers. Each reg1ster buffers data (PD BUFFER I) and flux 
reversal iniormat1on (BIT STRB OCCURRED) for a single track. Each 
reolster is loaded as data bits become available. The output of the 

. register depends on its PD ADDR input (common to all the registers 
that make up the .Deskew Buffer), and Is read when a whole tape 
character becomes available. The RD ADDR is then incremented, and the 
read circuitry walts for the next tape ch~racter to become available. 
Deskew Buffer operation 1s described In more detail in Paragraph 
3.6.4.1. 



3.6.2.4 Error Detection - The error detection circuitry senses when 
~ a data transition fails to occur. Errot detection is described in 

more detail in Paragraph 3.6.4.2. 

3.6.2.5 Error Correction - The error correction circuitry performs 
on-the-fly error correction. Error correction Is described in more 
detail in Paragraph 3.6.4.2. 

3.6.3 Preamble Detection 

Because all sections of the Data Sync modules operate In the same 
manner~ this discussion describes the operation of one section: 
M8901-YC, Section A, (OS 2 and 3). Reference Figures 3.6-5 and 3.6-6. 

The preamble O's are input to XOR gate E3S. If tape motion is In the 
forward direction (REV L negated), E35 inverts A RDA H; thus, the 
output of E35 is of proper polarity ~or both forward and reverse read 
operations. E15, E14, and their associated circuitry function to 
produce a positive pulse (BIT STRB H) each time the output of E35 
transitions. However, because ANY TRANS is negated and E14 and E24 
are "commori collectored," BIT STRB H pulses are produced only on 
negative-going tranSitIons. (The negative-going transItion 
corresponds to the data transition of preamble O's). 

BIT STRB H asserts WINDOW H if it was not already asserted. This 
operation synchronizes WINDOW H wIth the incomlnq data. On its 
trailing edge, BIT STRB H asserts BIT STRB OCCURRED. SInce BIT STRB 
OCCURRED H is asserted when WINDOW H 1s negat~d, ENV H is generated 
(OS 3, E30). Each time the output of E35 transitions low, BIT STRB H 
Is asserted; ENV H remains asserted as long as RIT STRB occurs at the 
expected data rate. 
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Figure 3.6-4 Data Discriminator Modes 

When ENV H is detected on a sufficient number of tracKS (TCPE 4), a 
clear 1nput is removed from the character counter (E9 and E14), 
allowing it to be upcounted by DATA HALF H. Because DATA HALF occurs 
at the PE data rate, the outputs of the character counter represent 
the number of preamble '0·5 r~ad. When the character counter reaches a 
count of eight (eT 3 H asserted), ·the Preamble flip-flop 1s set CrePE 
5). When the character counter reaches a count of 24 (CT3 Hand CT 4 
H asserted), the Record Active flip-flop 1s set. W1th RECORD ACTIVE 
asserted, ANY TRANS L is asserted, and the data discriminator operates 
In its third mode. By this tlme, the phase-locKed clock Is 
synchronized to produce WINDOW H in sync with the data belnq read. 

As preamble 0·5 continue, WINDOW H Is always asserted at the time 
E35's output transitions low. ThiS transitlon produces a BIT STRB H 
pulse which clockS the Read Buffer. But because E3S·s output Is 
already low; the buffer remalns reset. 



3.6.4 Data Detection 

When the preamble l's character appears (Figure 3.6-5), BIT STRS H 1s 
produced at the positive trans1tion of E35's output (OS 2), thereby 
setting the Read Buffer flIp-flop. Because WINDOW H has been 
syn~hronized to the PE data transition time, BIT STRB H occurs only 
during the data transitIon time, and will set or clear the Read BUffer 
depending on the direction of transition. Therefore, the binary 
output of the Read Buffer Is a decode of the RDA phase encoded data. 

3.6.4.1 Deskew Buffer - Whenever WINDOW H Is negated, the Deskew 
Buffer (OS 3, E33) is loaded with the contents of the Read Buffer and 
Bit StrObe Occurred flip-flops. However, during the preamble, only 
location 000 is loaded each time. When the preamble 1 bit is 
detected, ONE DETECTED (1) H is asserted (E47 on DS 3). ONE DETECTED 
(1) H enables the Write Address Generator (E42) to increment the 
Deskew Buffer write address. Thus, the preamble l's bit is loaded 
tnto address 000. The next bit, i.e., the first data bit, is also 
loaded into address 000 (Figure 3.6-7). The address is now 
incremented on each leading edge of "WINDOW H, so that the second data 
bit is loaded into 001, the third into 010, etc. After the eighth 
data bit, the Write address becomes 000 again, and the cycle 
continues. 

With ONE DETECTED asserted, counter E34 (OS 2) Is enabled to determine 
Deskew Buffer status. Each time a data bit Is loaded into the DeSkew 
Buffer, the count of E34 is decremented. Each time the Deskew Buffer 
1s read, the count is incremented. ThUS, the counter keeps track of 
how many unread data bits are In the Deskew Buffer. 

When the Deskew Buffer contains an unread data bit in each track, 
BIT READY H (common collectored) is asserted.BIT READY H causes 
CHAR SHIFT H and ENS ROS L to be asserted (TCPE 3). CHAR SHIFT 
generates RD SYNC (0) H, which upcounts the DeSKew Buffer read address 
(TePE 4). ENS RDS L enables generation of RDS H by succeeding BIT 
READY H pulses. ROS H causes the output of the Data Sync modules 
[i.e., the contents of Buffer B (Paragraph 3.6.4.2)] to be read and 
assembled by the Bit Fiddler. 

If skew of more than seven' characters occurs during the read 
operation, the Deskew Buffet Status Counter of the leading track will 
be downcounted to seven, causing OVERFLOW L to be asserted. This sets 
the INC/VPE error bit in the Error register., A skew of three or more 
characters causes the CS/ITM bit of the Error reaister to be set. 
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Figure 3.6-5 Data Discriminator T1ming Diagram 

3.6.4.2 Error Detect10n and CorrectIon - If BIT STRB does not occur 
during any data cell, ENV H 1s negated and the DO TPK (Dead Track) 
flip-flop (E39) Is set. When the data of this data cell 15 read from 
the Deskew Buffer and loaded Into Buffer' A (E22), DROPPED BIT H will 
be generated as well. The outputs of Buffer A of each track are input 
to a Parity Generator/Checker (TCPE 2). If there 15 only one dropped 
bit and a parity error 15 detected, PERR AND ONE 00 TP H 15 generated; 
this means that the content of Buffer A of the dead track 15 of the 
wrong polarity. When the next CHAR SHIFT H 15 generated, th1s bit 15 
corrected as it 15 clocked into Buffer 5; thus, on-the-fly error. 
correc~lon Is achieved. 

The outputs of Buffer B are gated bY'PES B H (Phase Encoded Status 
·BUff~re4), and become RD B (Read Data B). The RD B lines are 
mUltiPle.ed in the Maintenance Register modUle (MR 2) and become RD C 
t~ead Data e), and are then transmitted to the Bit Fiddler. 
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3,6.5 POSTAMBLE DETECTION 

If on any track, a 1 bit followed by a 0 bit 15 read, POST PAT, L is 
.sserted (OS ] E28). If this occurs simultaneously on all tracks, 
POST DETECT A, a, c, H is asserted, and the Postamble flip-flOP' CTePE 
5) is set, 

If for any reason, the all~1's postamble Character was read or written 
improperly, the Postamble flip-flop will nevertheless be set by 8 ZERO 
CHARS H. This s1gnal Is asserted by the Missed postaroble Detector 
(TePE 4) when eight all-O Characters of the postamble are detected. 

With the Postamb1e flip-flop set, the character counter 15 further 
upcounted, and, when a count of 32 Is reached (CT 5 H asserted), MID 
POSTAMBLE (1) Is asserted. This s10na1 loads the Check Character 
register (R07) With dead track Information MR 4). 

3.6.6 IRG DETECTION 

If the read heads are passing over a portion Of erased tape, no 
envelopes will be detected, and ANY ENS H will be negated, This also 
causes RS SHDN CNTR L (reset Shut~own-Counter) to be negated (TCPE 5), 
and allows the Shutdown counter (ESl on TCCM 5) to be upcounted by 200 
BPI CLK H, When'. eount of 15 Is reached, EORS H and ,RECORD Hare 
asserted. RECORD H indicates that an IRG 1s detected, while EORS H 
CIUles a stop motion delay to be generated, 

3.6.7 lOB Detection 

When the lOB 15 encountered, the parIty read line contains alternate 
,l·s and 0·51 no other read lines transit1on. 

The parity line (A RDA) 15 input to pin 9 of XOR gate E35 (OS 2 and 
Figure 3.6.8) on the Data Sync module In slot C02. If tape 15 moving 
in the forward direct10n (REV L negated), R~A 1n inverted. Thus, the 
output of E35 15 of proper polarity for both forward and reverse tape 
motion. 

Gates E15 and E14 and their associated circuitry produee a narrow 
pulse BIT STRB H each time the output of gate E35 transltlon$. BIT 
STRB H sets WINDOW H and, on 'its trailing edge, sets BIT STRB 
OCCURRED. 

-
BIT STRB OCCURRED (1) H is input to the Envelope flip-flop (DS 3). 
When WINDOW H i5 negated while BIt STRB OeCURRED il .s.erted, this 
'flip-flOP 11 let, qeneratlnq ENV H (Envelope). ,ENV H will relRain 
alserted throuqhout· t'h' lOB. 
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Floure 3.6.8 108 Detection Timing Diagram 

During the lOB, the only track generating ENV H will be the parity 
track (track 4). Thi. condition 1s recognized by circuitry on tne 
Tape Control-PE module (TePE 4), and allows the lOB Timer to be 
upcounted by 200 BPI eLK H. When the lOB Timer reaches a count of 8, 
lOB H i. asserted, this prevents further counting of the lOB Timer, 
:and alserts the lOB bit of the Status register (R01). 

3.6.8 Tape Mark Detection 

A PE tape mark is defined as Os 1n traCKS 1, 2, 4, 5, and 8, while 
tracks 3, 6, 7, and ~ are erased. (See Figure 1-3 for Dig1tal to 
Pertee track designation conversion). This pattern is recognized in 
the TM02 by the generation of ENV H in tracks 1, 2, 4, 5, and 8, while 
traCkS 3, 6, 7, and 9 do not generate ENV. When this condition 1s 
detected, (TCPE 4) FMK PATTERN 1s asserted, and the corresponding bit 
in the Status register (R01) is set. 

3.6.9 ·PERFORMANCE CHECKS . 
Refer to the Acceptance Procedure in the appropriate system manual 

.(TJU45 or TWU4S1 whichever Is applicable. 
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READ CNRZI) 

CONTENTS 

3.7.1 Tape Control NRZI 

3.7.2 CRCC Generation and Read 

3.7.3 LRCC Generation and Read _ 

3.7.4 IRG Detection 

3.7.5 Tape Mark Detection 

3.7.6 Performance Cfiecks 

3.7 INTRODUCTION 

This section discusses the operation of the TM02 read circuitry when 
operating in NRZI mode. The NRZI read data path (reference Figure 
2-6) is covered from the digital read to the inputs of the Bit 
Fiddler. Read operation is described in seetion 3.8 (M8906). 

3.7.1 Tape Control-NRZI 

When RSDO H 15 received in the TM02, it is used to generate (CNRZ 4) a 
390-n5 EROS L pulse (Enable ~ead Strobe) and ROS H (Read Strobe)." 
EROS L loads, the NRZ Read Latch (CNRZ 2) wi th the tape character data. 
The Read Latch outputs are then gated (CNRZ 3) by PES B L (phase 
Encoded Status Buffered) "negated to the Maintenance Register module. 
The data inputs (RD B) to the Maintenance Register module are 
multiplexed to the Bit Fiddler. ERDS L also clocks the Read LRCe 
register (CNRZ 3). ThUS, a Longitudinal Parity Check Characte~ and a 
Cyclic Redundancy ChecK Character are developed as data is read. This 
is discussed in more detail in sections 3.1.3 and 3.7.4. 



3.7.2 CRCC Generation and Read 

The Read CReC Generator (CNRZ 3) is clocked at the start of an 
operation by DRV SET PLS H. The reqister is then clocked by EROS H 
eaCh" time a tape character is read, and the Read CRCe is thus 
developed. Just before the CRCC Is read from tape, the register 
should already contain the CReC. It should therefore be cleared when 

-the CRCC is read from tape; if not, a CRCC error has occurred. This 
15 det~cted by E48 and E45 or CNRZ 3, and CRCE ENBL L is asserted. If 
the read is in the forward direction, CORCRC L is asserted (CNRZ 2), 
and the corresponding bit is set in the Error register. 

During a reverse read, when the second ROS H pulse 
CRCS L is asserted. During a forward read, FWD 
when Binary Counter E16 on CNRZ 4 reaChes" a count 
occurs three character cells after the last data 
read (I.e., w~en the CRCC is read). 

is produced, REV 
CRCS L Is asserted 

of three: this 
character has been 

REV CReS L or FWD CReS L generate CHK CHAR L. The negative-going edge 
of this signal ClOCKS the Check Character register (R07) with the CRCC 
just read from tape. 

3.7.3 LRCC Generation and Read 

The Read LRCC regIster (CNRZ 3) is cleared at the start of an 
operation by DRV SET PLS H. The register is then clocked by EROS L 
each time a tape character is read. Each time a one-bit is read on a. 
traCK, the correspondinq bit in the register is toggled. Therefore, 
just before the LRC tape character is read, the register should 
contain the LRCC. When the LRC tape character is read, the register 
should contain all 0'5; if it does not an LRCC error has occurred. 
This is detected by E43, E49, E45, and E13, and LRCE ENBL H is 
generated. Note that during a reverse re"ad (FWD L negated), LRCC 
error is inhibited. This Is because the LRCe is ignored during a 
reverse read. LRCE ENBL H causes the PEF/LRC flip-flop (CNRZ 2) to be 
set, thereby setting the corres~Ondinq bit in the Error register. 

Because the LRCC is the last character read 1n a record, it is 
preserved in the Data Field of the Maintenance register (R03). It can 
therefore be cheCked by perf~rmlnq a register read of R03. 



3.7.4 IRG Detection 

As data is read off the tape and RSDO 15 transmitted from the TU45 to 
the TM02, RST SHDWN CNTR L (CNFZ 4) constantly keeps res@ttlng the 
Shutdown Counter (TCCM 5). If RSOO pulses terminate, the Shutdown 
Counter 1s enabled for-. counting by 200 BPI CLI< H. [Our ing a wr i te 
operation, the Gap Detection Timer (TCCM 6) must first time-out before 
the Shutdown Counter is enabled.] When the Shutdown Counter reaches a 
count of 15, EORS H and RECORD H are asserted. EORS H causes a Stop 
tape mot10n delay to be generated. RECORD H signifies that IRG has 
been detected. 

If data 1s again dete~ted after a count of SHDN=8, and before the stop 
motion delay, a Nonstandard Gap error (NSG) Is generated, and the 
corresponding b1t in the Error register 1s set. 

3.7.5 Tape Mark Detection 

A set of two isolated ch~racters, separated from each other by six to 
eight character lengths of erased· tape is recognized as an NRZI 
(nine-channel) tape mark by the TM02. 

Refer to the NRZI tape mark detection logic located on CNRZ 4. The 
Short Record flip-flops E17 were 1nitially cleared by READING H 
negated, durinq the start of motion delay. As the read heads pass 
over the IRG, no RSOO H pulse sets the Tape Mark Window flip-flop, 
because NO CHAR PO L Is asserted. The same RSDO pulse also sets the 
Short Record I flip-flop, which negates NO CHAP PO L and enables the 
Binary Counter (E19) to be upcounted by WRT CLK. 

If the next RSDO H pulse occurs wh1le the Binary Counter is at a count 
of 12 through 15, TPMK WINDOW (1) L will remain asserted. At the same 
time, SHORT REC I (ll H will be negated, and SHORT REC II (0) L' will 
be asserted. 

These three conditions activate E13 (pins 1, 2, and 13), and generate 
ENBL SHDN CNTR L. If no other characters are soon detected, the 
Shutdown Counter will assert SHDN=8 H, which will cause the NRZ TMRK 
flip-flop to direct set. 

In nine-track tape un1ts, the Binary Counter is preset to 6. 
Therefore, the tape mark is' valid If the second character arrives six 
to nine character lengths after the first. 

3.7.6 Performance 'Checks 

Refer to the Acceptance Procedure in the appropriate system manual 
(TJU45 or TWU45) whichever is applicable. 
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BIT-FIDDLER READ (M8906)-

CONTENTS 

3.8,1 M8906 Bit Fiddler Operating -Modes 

3,8,2 M8906 Bit Fiddler Read Operation 

3,8.3 performance Cheeks 

3,8,4 Adjustments 

3,8 INTRODUCTION 

Thil Iseetion ~ d11cusses the operation of the M8906 Bit Fiddler dur1ng 
a ·read data operatIon (reference Figure 2-6), The M8906 Bit Fiddler 
II used In PDP-It systeml. 

3,8.1 Ma916 Bit Fiddler Operat1ng Modes 

When oce 1. a'ierted on the Mallbus, the Bit Fiddler Is enabled (BF 
ENABLE H allerted),tReference the M8906 sehematlcs and the M8906 Bit 
flddler Read Operation flowchart (Figure 3,8-1).1 When DRIVE SET PUlse 
I. Qen~r.t.d, tape mot1on is started and the Bit Fiddler Is 
Initial1~ed by P BF RUN H (gen&rated by 81grial AEMD) , The initial 
state of the Bit Fiddler aur.ing a read operation is determined by the. 
tape data format and the direction of tape 'motion. These. parameters 
determine the Initial states of the select A and Seleet B flip-flops, 

- The format allo determinel the manner in which thele flip-flOps will 
.be tOQqled (lee Table 3,8-1). The Format Seleet bits CFMT0-3) of the 
Tape Control R.91ste~ are decoded In the Bit Fiddler (BF3) a. follows: 



FMT(0-3) Mode 
BIT 3 2 1 0 

1 1 0 0 Normal Mode (low order byte first) 

1 1 0 1 Core Dump (high ordei byt~ first) 
j --

1 1 1 0 15 Mode (high order byte first) 

Any other combination produces a Bit Fiddler Format Error (BFFMTE). 

3,8.2 M8906 Bit Fiddler Read Opertlon 

When a tape data character becomes available on the Read Data Clines 
(ROC 0-7), the Bit Fiddler receives ROS, Thil caUlel one or" two of 
the Read Latches (El, E2, E5, and E6 on 8FS) to be loaded by eLK A 
and/or eLK s, or by CLK e and/or eLK D, depending on the states of 
SELECT A, SELECT S, and CORE DUMP. The statel of SELECT Band/or 
SELECT A are now altered, and, .when the next tape data character 
becomes available and RDS is received, one or two other Read Latches 
are loaded. The Bit Fiddler thus alsembles lS-bit data wordl (blts 16 
and 17 forced let) for transfer to 'the Mas.bus Controller. Table 
3.8-2 IhOWI eLK ABe D sequences for the different formata and tape 
motion 'directions. 

After each CLK A S C D cycle, an 18-bit d.ta word, ready for 
tranlm1ssion to the Mallbus Controller, il sitting on the Data lines. 
The Bit Fiddler (8F3) generate I a parity bit DPA TM which wlll be 
transm1tted with the data word. 

When the data word is assembled, the Massbus Transfer (MB XFR) 
flip-flop is clocked set. This produces a 1 microsecond pulse" SCLK, 
which Is transmitted to the Massbus Controller and causes it to strObe 
In the word on the Data lines. SCLK also resets the MB XFR flip-flop. 
Consecutive tape data characters are assembled in the same manner, and 
each time a data word 1s ready, SCLK is generated to the Massbus 
Controller. 

Flqure 3.8-2 Is a timing diagram of sit Fiddler operation In core dump 
mode during a read forward operatlon, 

3.8,3 Performance Checks 

Refer to the Acceptance Procedure 1n the appropriate system manual 
(TJU45 or TWU4S) wh1chever 11 applicable, 

3.8.4 Adjustments 

None. 
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Table3 •• -! 

Bit Fiddler Inltlali •• tton/Operatlon 

" 

rormat ,Mod. Select A Seleet B 
'Initial TOO'Oled By. Initial Toggled 

. 
Forw.rd Nora.! Mode eel.ar, TOO91iftl inhlbited Cle.r RDS 
Tape Cort, DUllp Clear RD' Clear Alternate 

, Motloft'· 15 MOde Cle.r ' TOCJI,llno inhibited Set RDS 

Rever', lora.l Mode' Clear ' TOCJQllno Inhibited set RDS 
Ta,e Core DUllp Cl.ar RDB set A,lternate 
Motion 15Mode Cl.ar To;olino inhibited Cle.r RDS 

Table 3,8-2 

eLK A BC D Sequ.nee. 

Modt sequence 

Normal Mod. 

Direction of Tape Motion 

Forward A&B-C.D-A.B-C&D-ete. 
C'D-A~B-C~O-A&B-.tc. 

Core Durftp 

15 Mode 

Reverae. 

Forward 
Rever •• 

Forward 
Revefle. 

A-a-C·O-A-B-C-D-etc. 
C-D-A-B-C-O-A~.te. 

C&D-A'BC.O-A&Betc. 
A&B-C'O-A.B-C&Detc. 

By 

RDS 

RDS 

-Only nor •• l 1Il0dt and 15 mode provide proper re ••••• bly In 'read 
,rt.er •• :, 
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BIT FIDLER ~ \ 
ENABLE H ---' 

AEMD H~r-fl~--------------------------------------------
p ~ RUN~~~ __________________________________________ _ 

E~PJN '2J~ 
MB XFR H ____________________ r-~---- "'1-_______ ...... ~-----

SELECT A """'~~~~ ...... 

SELECT B ~~"""""'~~ __ .... 

RD C DATA 
AVAILABLE _______ .... I I I I ~ I I I I I I I I I 

RDS H 

CLK @ 
__ ~n ___ ~n ____ n ____ ~n __ 

CLK ® 
__ --...!n'---____ n ___ n~_fL 

CLK ® 
______ ~n _____ n~ __ ~n~ __ _ 

CLK @ ________ ~n ___ ~n~ __ ~n~ __ 
SCLK H 
___ --..In n n ____ _ 

• DATA WORD. XFR .DATA WORD. XFR .DATA WORD. XFR .... '--__ 
ASSE MBLY -ASSEMBLY ASSEMBLY 

10-1325 

F1gure 3.8-2 B1t F1ddler Read Forward Operat1on 
1n Core Dump Mode 
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BIT IIDDLER WRITE (M8906) 

CONTENTS 

3.9.1 Bit Fiddler Initialization 

3.9.2 Bit Fldaler Formating 
. 

3.9.3 Bit F1ddler Timing 

3,9,4 Performanee Cheeks 

3,9.5 Adjustmentl 

1.9 tNTRODtiCTION 

Tht, !se-etlan ' di.cu •• e. the operation of the M8906 Bit Fiddler durlng 
, a ·write d.t~ operetion (reference Figure 2-4). The M8906 Bit Fiddler 

Is uled In PDP-II .ysteml. 

I 3.9.1 Bit Fiddler Initialization 

Referenee the M8906 Bit Fiddler Ichematlcs and the Bit Fiddler Write 
Operation ~lo.ehart (F1gure 3.9-~). 

When the '1'M02 decodes a data tranlfer funct10n code in the Contr'ol 
reoi.tet, oce TN 11 asserted (MBI 7), this enablel the ,Bit Fiddler 
(8F ENAILE H), When the MaSlbus ,Controller 11 readY to tran •• it data, 
It lplaces ',- an 18-blt data' word on the 'Data lines Of t"e data bUI, 
pl.ee~ ~-~ar1tY bit alsoelated with the Data 11nel on the. DPA line, 
and then alserts RUN H, 
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When the TM02 reeeive. RUN H, DRV SET PLS 11 generated 1n the Massbus 
Interface module (M8909). DRV SET PLS produce. AEMD H (TeeM]), a 
~lle whIch, on 1tl trailing edge, tr1goers a one-shot (8F2, E29) and 
~n.ratel P BF RUN H. P SF RUN H in1t1a11zes the Bit F1ddler by 
•• ttln; or clearing the Select A and Select B flip-flops. Because 
W~ITE L 11 aal.rted during a write data operat1on~ P 8F RUN H 15 gated 
~y £25' and allo lets the,MB.XFR (Mallbus TranSf~r) flip-floP. M8 XFR 
'H produce. a 1 microsecond SCLK pulse, which resets the MB XFP 
Ml1p-flop and 1s transmitted to the Massbus Controller. 

When the Massbus Controller receives SCLK, it transmits WCLK to the 
TM02 and then places the next data word and its corresponding parity 
bit on the da~a bus. WCLK, enabled by BF ENABLE, produces CLK WRT BUF 
H, which loads the Bit Fiddler write Buffer (SF 4). Thus, in a data 
write operation, the first data word Is transferred soon after, and as 
a consequence of, the assertion of RUN H. Subsequent data words are 
transferred only after the first data word 'has been converted to tape 
Characters, i.e., after the motion delay Is over (and In PE Mode, 
after the preamble Is wr'i t ten) • 

3.9.2 Bit Fiddler Formatting 

The mode of Bit Fiddler op~ration during a data write is determined by 
the selected data format. The Format Select bits (FMT 0-3) of the 
Tape Control register are decoded In the Bit Fiddler CBF 3) as 
followS: 

FMT(O-3) 
Bit 3 2 1 0 Mode 

1 1 0 0 Normal Mode 
1 1 0 1 Core Dump 

·1 1 1 0 15 Mode 

Any other combination produces a Bit Fiddler Format Error (BFFMTE). 
The selected format determines the initial states of the Select A and 
Select B flIp-flOPs, and also the manner in WhIch tne flip-flops are 
toggled (refer to Table 3.9-~). SLCT A and SLeT B are inputs to 
multiplexers E16, E16, and E19 (BF4), and det~rmine the manner 1n 
which a data word stored 1n the Write Buffer is disassembled. Note' 
that In ~or~ dump mode, BFO 4-7 are forced low. As SLCT A and/or StCT 
S'toggle, the data word 1s multiplexed Into.characters as indicated 1n 

._ F' 1 9 u r e 3. 9 - 2 • 
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CORE 
DUMP 
MODE 

INITIALIZE 
SELECTA-O 
SELECT B- 0 

NO 

INITIALIZE 
SELECT A- 0 
SELECT B- 1 

ASSERTOCC 

RECEIVE 
RUNH 

DRIVE SET 
PULSE 

GENERATE P BF 
RUN PULSE 

INITIALIZE 
SELECT A- 0 
SELECT B- 0 

BIT FIDDLER 
ENABLED 

GENERATE S ClK 

RECEIVE 
WCLK 

RECEIVE 1st 
DATA WORD 

Figure 3.9-1 M8906 Bit Fiddler Write Operation 
Flowchart (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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TOGGLE 
SELECT A 

TOGGLE 
SELECT All 
SELECTB 

TOGGLE 
SELECT A 

TOGGLE 
SELECT A II 
SELECT B 

CD 0 .,- ~ 

MUXTAPE MUXTAPE 

CHARACTER CHARACTEF' , ~ 
CLOCK RECEIVE 
FRAMEoCOUNT WRTSTRB 
REGISTER 

TOGGLE 
CLOCK 

RECEIVE 
FRAME-COUNT 

SELECT B 
REGISTER 

WRTSTRB 

! ! 
MUXTAPE MUXTAPE 
CHARACTER CHARACTER , 

L 
CLOCK RECEIVE 
FRAMEoCOUNT WRTSTRB 
REGISTER 

TOGGLE CLOCK 
RECEIVE 

SELECT B FRAME-COUNT 
WRTSTRB 

REGISTER 

l . ! 
MUX TAPE 
CHARACTER GENERATE S ClK 

~ . ~ 
CLOCK RECEIVE 
FRAME-COUNT WRTSTRB 
REGISTER 

RECEIVE NEXT RECEIVE W ClK 
DATA WORD 

l I 
MUXTAPE 
CHARACTER 

l 
CLOCK RECEIVE 
FRAME-COUNT WRTSTRB 
REGISTER 

! 
GENERATE S ClK 

! 
RECEIVE NEXT RECEIVE W ClK 
DATA WORD 

1 
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ri;ure 3.9-1 M8906 Bit Fiddler Write Operation 
Flowchart (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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Bit Fiddler Initialization/Operation 

. Format'.. Mode 

Normal Mode 
Core Dump 

115 Mode 
\ 

.Select A 
Initial Toqgled 

Clear TOgolinq 
Clear WRT STRB 

Clear Togglinq 

3.9.3 Bit Fiddler Timing 

Select B 
By Initial Toggled By 

inhibited Clear WRT STRB 
Clear Alternate 

WRT STRB 
inhibited Set WRT STRB 

When WRT STRB H pulses are received by the Bit Fiddler, it begins 
disassembling ~he data word stored 1n the Write Buffer. In NRZI mode, 
this occurs Immediately after the start motion delay, when the TU45 Is 
at speed and transmit~ WRT CLK to the TM02, In PE mode, WRT STRB 
pulses are generated after the preamble has been wrItten. 

WRT STRB H 1s generated on the Tape Control Common Mode module (TeCM 
'4). When DRV SET PLS H is asserted during a write data'opera~ion, the 
write Data Pecord flIp-flop (E42) Is set, generating WDR H. In NRZI 
mode, (PESB L negated), thIs produces a high at E25 pin 6 and E46 pIn 
8, and enables generatIon of WRT STRB H when WRT CLK Is produced by 
the TU45. WRT STRB and WRT eLK will be at the same frequency. In PE 
mode, WRT STRB H is also derived from WRT CLK, however, PE WRT ENABLE 
L . and DATA eLK H must be asserted. ThiS occurs when the data portIon 
of a record is written. Because the frequency of DATA eLK H is half 
that of WRT eLK, WRT STRS H will also be at half the frequency of WRT 
eLK H (Figure 3.9-3). 

Figure 3.9-4 1s a timing diagram for a Bit Fiddler write operation in 
core dump mode. Each time a WRT STRB H pulse is generated, the Select 
B and/or Select A flip-flops are togqled. The Frame Count register is 
also incremented (FCCLK H as~erted) at each WPT STRB H. For each 
combination of SLeT A and SLeT B, a separate character is multiplexed 
onto the Bit Fiddler output lines: this character becomes available 
to the write circuitry in the TeeM module. 



In core dump ( or normal) mOde, completIon of data word dIsassembly Is 
detected by E21 (p1ns 3, 4, 5, and 6) (1n 15 mode, E23 pins 1, 2, 12, 
and 13 detect thIs condit10n), and the MB XFR flip-flop 1s clocked 
set. MB XFR H generates a 1 microsecond SCLK pulse, which clears the 
MB XFR fl1p-flop, and 15 transmitted to "the Massbus Controller. The 
controller responds to SCLK with a WCLK pulse which loads the Bit 
Fiddler Write Buffer witri the data word on the Data lines. The 
controller then places a new data wotd on the Data lines, places a 
data parity bit on the DPA" lines, and waits for the next SCLK pulse, 
In the meantime, the Bit Fiddler performs its disassembly process on 
the new word in its Wr1te Buffer. When this word is dIsassembled, 
another SCLK is transmItted to the controller: this cycle continues 
unt1l all the data has been transferred. 

Each time the WrIte Buffer is loaded, a data bus parIty cheCK Is 
performed. If there 15 a parity error, the Parity Error fl1p-flop (BF 
3) 1s set and SET DPAR ~ 1s generated. This causes the DPAR b1t in 
the Error register to be set. 

If a WRT STRB H pulse occurs before the Bit Fiddler receives a WCLK 
response from the Maslbus Controller, SET DTE L (Set Data Timing 
Error) il asserted. Thil causI' the DTE bit in the Error reoister to 
be set. 

1-3.9-.4 --Performanee Cheeks 

Refer to the Acceptance Procedure in the appropriate Sy.teM manual 
(TJU45 or TWU45) whichever is applicable. 

3.9.5- Adjustments 

None. 
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PDP-11 MASSBUS BIT WEiGHT 
CORE WORD DATA WORD 

LSB Rfl .oe} 2 0 

11st CHARACTER 
WRITTEN 

07 . 

OS} 1 2nd CHARACTER 
WRITTEN 

MSB R15 II 015 215 

016 
017 

a. Normal Mode 

POP-11 MASS BUS BIT WEIGHT 
CORE WORD DATA WORD 

LSB Rfl • D.} 2° 
~ 1st CHARACTER 

.WRITTEN 
03 

Of } 2nd CHARACTER 
WRITTEN 

07 

OS} ~ 3rd CHARACTER 
WRITTEN 

011 

012} • 4th CHARACTER 
WRITTEN 

MSB Rt5 II 015 215 

016 
017 

b. Core Dump Mode 

PDP-15 MASSBUS BIT WEIGHT 
CORE WORD DATA WORD 

LSB N17 -De} 2° 

j 
. l 2 nd CHARACTER 

WRITTEN 

07 

OS } l 1st CHARACTER 
WRITTEN 

N2 II 015 . 2 15 

N1 II 016 

MSB Ne 11017 

c. 1~ Mode 
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Figure 3.9-2 M8906 Bit Fiddler write Formats 
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WRT ClK H 
and WB ClK H 

PE ClK l 
and DATA ClK H 

WRT STRB H 
(for PEl 

WRT STRB H 
(for NRZ) 

BIT FIDDLER 
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I I 
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Figure·3.9-3 WRT STRB Timing 

. AEMO H ~~\-'j ___________________ _ 
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3rd XFR I 
AND •• ET.C. 

DISASSEMBLY 
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Figure. 3.9-4 Bit Fiddler Write Operation in Core Dump Mode 
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• WRITE (PEl 

CONTENTS 

3,10.1 PE Data Write 

3.10.2 PE Data Write Timing 

3,10.3 Preamble Write Timing 

3.10,4 Postamble Write Timing . 

3.10.5 PE Tape Mark. Generation 

3,10,6 lOB Generation 

3,10,7 Performance Checks 

3,10 INTRODUCTION 

This ~~~etlon discuss~s the operation of the TM02 write circuitry when 
operating in PE mode, The write data path (reference Figure 2-4) is 
covered from the output of the Bit Fiddler to the slave bUS. Bit 
Fiddler write operation is described in section: 3.9 (M8906), 

3,10,1 PE Data write 

. The characters multiplexed by the Bit Fiddler into the Write Data Bit 
Fiddler Output lines (WDBFO 0-7) are transmitted to the TCCM modUle, 
In the TeeM modUle, the WDBFO lines are input to a par1ty tree (TCeM 2 
£44) and generate a vertical parity bit (Odd or even, as determined by 

. the program), The character (parity bit inclUded) 1s applied to the A 
inputs of the TeeM Write Mult1plex (TeeM 2), and multiplexed to the 
TeCM Write Buffer. 
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When the Write Buffer receives we eLK H, it il loaded with the output 
of the Write Multiplex, The complemented outputs of the write BUffer 
~re applied to the D inputs of the-Write Multiplex, and loaded into 
t.he write Buffer at alternate WB CLK H pulses. Th1s operation Phase 
encodes the binary data output of the Bit Fiddler. 

The uneomplemented outputs of the TeCM Write Buffer are driven across 
the slave bus to the TU45, The Write Data (WO) lines of the slave bus 
are received by MTA module 'CM8921) of the TU45. 

3.10.2 PE Data write TIming 

When the TM02 decodes a Write Data function code, it places the WRITE 
and FWD commands on the slave bus. When the ~assbus Controller 
asserts RUN, the TM02 g~nerates DRV SET Pulse, which sets the WDR 
(Write Data Record) flip-flop (TCeM 4)7 this enables generation of W8 
CLK and REC L pulses when WRT CLK Is received from the TU45. The TM02 
also transmits SLAVE SET Pulse to the TU45 (MTA). This initiates tape 
motion and sets the slave in write mode. Since no flux reversals can 
be effected until WPT CLK Pulses are produced, the tape is dc erased 
as 1t accelerates. 

When the transport is up to speed (ACCL H negated), the PE Write Major 
States circuitry CTePE 3) 15 enabled; at the same time, the TU45 
(MTA) begins to transmit WRT CLK to the TM02. The Write Major States 
circu1try enables the various segments of a PE data record (preamble 
0'5, preamble l's, data postamble 1'5, and postamble ~'s) to be 
written. While ~he preamble is being written, WRT CLK generates WB 
CLK and REC L pulses (RCCM 4). WB CLK 1s used in the TCeM write 
'circuitry (TCeM 2) to phase encode the preamble (Figure 3.10-1). REC 
L is transmitted to the TU45 and causes the phase-encoded characters 
generated by the TCCM Write Buffer to be transferred to tape. 

When the preamble has been written, the Write Major States circuitry 
asserts DATA H. This enables the generation of WRT STRB in addition 
to WB eLK and REC L, and changes the mode of the TCeM Write 'Multiplex 
operat1on so that it gates data ~haracters from the Bit Fiddler .to the 
TCeM wr1te Buffer. The WRT STRB pulses cause the Bit Fiddler to 
generate tape characters from the data words it receives from the 
Massbus Cont~oller. we eLK pulses clock the TeeM Write Buffer and 
phase encode the Bit Fiddler outputs, .while the RECC L pulses, 
transmitted to the TU45 c.use the dat~ to be transferred to tape. The 
writing of the data portion of a PE record terminates with Frame Count 
register (ROS) overflow. 



~
WRITE DATA~ 

WDBFO BIT FIDDLER ~ 
OUTPUT 

o 
~lAST DATA 

o 

PESB H (HIGH lEVEl)---------------------------------

DATA H 

PE ClK H 

DATA ClK H 

ONES H 

WRITE MUX 
CONTROLS 

(

SO 

SI 

WB ClK H 

~ 
WRITE DATA ) 

WD WBO WRITE BUFFER 
OUTPUT 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

o o 1 
lAST DATA---"" 

1 0 0 0 
'-POSTAMBlE ONE 

• DAtA POSTAMBlE 
10-1322 

Fl;ure 3,10-1 TeeM Write Operation T1mln; (PE) 
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3.10.3 preamble Write Timing 

The Write Major States cIrcuItry on TCPE 3 controls various stages of 
a PE write data operation. At the beginninq of a write data operation 
in PE mode, WDR H (TCCM 4) enables the PRE 0 flip-flop (TCPE 3) to be 
clocked set by ST CLK (state CloCk) •. However, Write Major states 
circuitry operation is inh~bited untIl the end of the start motion 
(acceleration) delay. When the start motion delay Is over (ACCL 
negated), the PRE 0 flip-flop 15 set, ~RE 0 asserts PE WRT ENB L. At 
the same time, WRT CLK pulses receIved by the TM02 produce PE eLK, WB 
eLK H, and REC L pulses (TCCM 4). PE CLK and PESS (Phase Encoded 
Status Buffered) cause the SO and 51 inputs of the TCCM Write 
Multiplex (TCCM 2) to toggle as illustrated in Figure 3.10-1. Because 
ONES H Is not asserted, phase-encoded O's are loaded Into the TCeM 
Write Buffer by WB eLK. (The operatIon is Identical to the manner in 
which postamble O's are produced, illustrated 1n Figure 3.10-1.) 

The number of preamble O's generated is counted by E5 and E6 on TCeM 
3. (The motion delay counter, of whIch E5 and E6 are a part, thus 
serves a dual purpose.) When forty O's have been generated, FORTY H 
causes the PRE 0 flip-flop to be cleared and the PRF 1 flip-flop to be 
set, thIs asserts ONES L, causing the TCCM Write Sufer to be loaded 
with a Phase-encoded 1's character. REC L pulses are continuously 
transmitted to the TU45 and cause the forty O·s and the 1's character 
to be transferred to tape. 

After the preamble 1's character is written, the PPE 1 flip-flop 1s 
'cleared, and the Data flip-flop is set. DATA H asserted causes the 
data portion of the PE record to be written, as described in Paragraph 
3~10.2. 

3.10.4 Postamble Write Timing 
. 

When the Frame Count register overflows (indIcating that the data has 
been wrItten), WRITE EN" L Is generated (MBI 9) and clears the~Wrlte 
Data Record flip-flop (TCCM 4). WDR H negated clears the Data 
flip-flop (rCPE 3) and causes the POS 1 flIp-flop to set. This 
asserts ONES L, and changes the mode of TCCM. Write Multipiex operation 
(Figure 3.10-1), so that a Phase-encoded 1'5 Character 15 qenerated 
and written on tape. The next 5T CLK pulse clears the POS 1· 
flip-flop. This negates bNES L and enables the postamble O's to be 
written on tape. The ST eLK pulse that follows sets the POS 0 
flip-flop. WhIle pas 0 is asserted, E5 an~ E6 of the BInary Counter 
on TeCM 3 are upeounted from 40 to 80, during'which time 40 postamble 
~'s are wrItten on tape. When EIGHTY L 15 asserted, the POS 0 
~llp-floP is cleared;· this completes the PE record. 
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3.10.5 PE Tape Mark Generation 

When the DRV SET PLS 15 produced, the write and erase heads are 
energized and cause the tape to be erased throughout the start motion 
delay. DRV SET PLS also causes the TMWIP (Tape Mark WrIte In 
Progress) flip-flop (TCCM 4 E42) to be set. 

When the start motion delay is over, the ~rlte Major States circuitry 
(TePE 3) 1s enabled, and TMWIP H allows the PRE 0 fl1p-flop to set. 
This causes the assertion of PE WRT ENB L, whiCh enables generation of 
PE CLK, we CLK, and REC L pulses (TeCM 4). 

With PRE 0 asserted, almost the same situation exists as when preamble 
0·5 are written (Paragraph 3.12.3). Forty tape characters will be 
written on tape, as determined by E5 and E6 on RCCM 3. However, 
because WFMK L is asserted and input to E33 pin 12 on TCCM 2, bits 3, 
4, 6, and 7 of the TCCM Write Buffer are force cleared. Thus, instead 
of all-O tape characters, only tracks 1,·2,4,5, and 8 will contain 
Os; traCKS 3, 6, 7, and 9 (corresponding to bits 3, 4, 6, and 7) w~ll 
be erased. 

When the 40 characters comprising the tape mark have been written, 
FORTY H (TCCM 3) causes the PRE 0 ~lip-flop (TePE 3) to be cleared: 
this inh1bits further WB CLK and REC L pulses. 

3.10.6 lOB Generation 

The lOB is written on tape automatically when the TU45 operating in PE 
mode, is commanded to perform a write operation while at BOT. The 
circuitry that detects this condition is located on TeCM 3. The count 
in the motion delay counter (E5, E6, E14 and E15) is used to activate 
the Write lOB circuitry. During a write from BOT operation, the start 
motion delay is 74ms. Approximately O.02ms into the delay, the Write 
lOB flip-flop (E26) is forced set and asserts WRT 10 BURST L. It 
remains set for 64ms, during whiCh time the identification burst is 
written. 

WRT to· BURST L asserted negates ACCL (S8) L (TeCMM 3)1 this enables 
the TU45 (MTA) to transmit WTRT CLK to the TM02. WRT 10 BURST also 
generates PE WRT ENB L CTCPE 3), which enables generatIon of PE CLK, 

.WB CLK, and REC (TeCM 4). At the same time, WRT 10 BURST is input to 
'E33 pin 13 on TceM 2, and force clears all the bits of the TCCM Writ~ 
Buffer·except for the parity bit. WRT 10 ·BURST H, input to E83 pin 13 

. o~ TCCM2, er'tables PARITY DATA SET UP H, which causes the Wri te Buffer 
parity bit to produc~ alternate l's and O's. The net result is 

-,alternate l·s and O·s on the· parity track (traCk 4) while all other 
tracks are erased. 

3.10.7 Performance Checks 

Refer to the Acceptance Procedure 1n the appropriate system manual 
CTJU45 or TWU4S) wh1chever is apPlicable. 
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WRITE (NRZI) 

CONTENTS 

3.11.1 NRZI Data Write 

3.11.2 NRZI Data W'r i te Timing 

3.11.3 CRCC Generation 

3.11.4 CRCC and LRCe writing Timinq 

3.11.5 NRZI Tape Mark Gneration 

3.11.6 Tape Mark Write Timing 

3.11.7 Performance Checks 

3.11 INTRODUCTION 

This section discusses the operation of the TM02 write circuitry when 
operating in NRZI mode. The write data path (reference Figure 2-4) is 
covered t-r-om---the----outputu-M-u-t-h-e--B-l-t Fiddler -to the slave bus. 8it 
Fiddler write operation Is described in section 3.9 (M8906). 

3.11.1 NRZI Data Write 

The characters, multiplexed by the Bit Fiddler onto the Write Data Bit' 
Fiddler Output lines (WDBFO 0-7), are transmitted to the TeCM module. 
In th~ TeeM module, the WDBFO lines are input to a parity tree (TeeM 2 
E44), and generate a vertical parity bit (odd or even, as determined 
by the program). The character (parity bit included) is applied to 
tne A inputs of the ·TCCM Write Multiplex (TCCM.2), and multiplexed to 
~ne TeeM Write Buffer. 

When the Write Buffer receives WB CLK H, it Is loaded with the outputs 
of the ~rite Multiplex. The outputs of the Write Buffer are then 
driven by type 75451 drivers across the slave bus to the TU45. 
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The Write Data (WD) lines of the slave bus are received by the MTA 
module (8921) of the TU45. 

3.11~2 NRZI Data Write Timing 

When the TM02 decodes a Write Data function cOde, it places the WRITE 
and FWD commands on the slave bus. When the Massbus Controller 
~S5erts RUN, the TM02 generates D~V SET pulse Which sets the WDR 
(Write Data ~ecord) flip-flop (TCCM 4): this enables generation of wB 
CLK and REC L pulses when WRT CLK is received from the TU45. The TM02 
also transmits TU45 SET pulse to the TU45 (MTA). This initiates tape 
motion and sets the TU45. Since no flux reversals can be effected 
until WRT CLK pulses are produced, the tape Is de erased as it 
accelerates. 

When the transport is UP to speed, WRT CLK pulses are transmitted to 
the TM02 and generate WFT STRB, WB CLK, and REC L pulses. WB eLK Is 
used to load the TecM Write Buffer with the outputs of the TeC~ Write 
Multiplex (Figure 3.11~1). REC L is transmitted by the TM02 to the 
TU45, where it causes the tape charac~er presently in the TeeM Write 
Buffer to be transferred to tape. WRT STRB activates the Bit Fiddler 
to generate the next character. 

WB eLK, WRT STRB, and REC L pulses continue until the WDR flip-flop Is 
cleared. This occurs when the Frame Count register overflows and 
generates WRITE END (MBI 9). 

3.11.3 CRee Generation 

Data input to the TCM is also input to the CRee Generator (CNRZ 2). 
The generator, clocked by wB CLK, produces the CPCC by a series of 
shifts and XORS. The outputs of the CRCe Generator (CRC 0-7, Pl are 
applied to the B inputs of the TeCM Write Multiplex. After the data 
portion of the record 15 written, the CRCC is transmitted to the TU45 
and written on tape. 

3.11.4 CRCC and LRCC Writing Timing 

When the data portion of an NRZI record has been written, the WDR 
flip-flop Is cleared; this enables Binary Counter E27 (TCeM 4) to be 

.upcounted by WRT eLK. The counter, initially preset to a count of 8, 
generates eRe STRB. H when it reaches a count of 11, and LRC STRB L 
when it reaches a count of 15. At a count of zero, further clOCking 
Is inhibited. Therefor~, three clock pulses increment the counter to 
11; another four clock pulses increment it to 15, so that CRe STRB H 
is produced three character spaces after the data, and LRC STRR L Is 
generated seven character spaces after the data. 
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t tOt 0 t /""LAST DATA 

(WRITE DATA 
WDBFO --~LJUl 

BIT FIDDLER OUTPUT) ________ _ 

PESB H (LOW LEVEL) __ ~ _____________ _ 

CRCSTRBH_+-__________________ ~~ 

CONTROLS 
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WDWBO 
(WRITE DATA WRITE 

BUFFER OUTPUT) 

10-1324 

Figure 3~11-1 TCCM Write Operation Timing 

(NRZI, 1 of 9 Tracks) 

Whenever LRC STRB or CRC STRB occur, WRT CLK ENBL H is momentarily 
.asserted, and gates out one WB eLK H pulse and one REC L pulse. 

When CRC STRB H Is asserted, the TCCM Write Multiple~ (TeeM 2)-. gates 
the outputs of the eReC Generator (CNRZ 2). to the TeeM write Buffer 
(Figure 3.11-1).· The WB eLK produced at CRe STRB tlmeloadl the 
buffer ~lth the CRCC. The character il driven to the MTA module in 
the TU45, and applied to the TU45. When REC L Is received by the 
TU45, the Write Buffer in TU45 is clocked, and the CRce is transferred 
·to tape, three character lengths past the last data character (Figure 
3.11-2). .. 

LRC STRS L, input to E38 pln.2 on TceM 2, clears the entire TeeM Write 
Buffer and causes O's to be transmitted to the Write Bufter 1n the 
TU4S. This ·signal clears all nine buffers. 
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Figure 3,11-2 CReC and LRCC Timing 

3,11,5 NRZI Tape Mark Generation 

During a writ~ tape mark operation, WFMK Is asserted. WFMK L Is Input 
to E24 pin 12 on TeCM 2, and causes all the bits of the TeCM Write 
BUffer to be cleared, while at the same time NRZ WTMK L, 7eH TM 1 and 
7 CH TM 0 are generated, These signais are input to slave bus drivers 
E13 (pins 6 and 7), E21 (pins 2 and 6), and E12 (pin6), thereby 
forcing the tape mark character onto the Write Data CWO) lines of the 
Slave bUS, The tape mark character forced on the WD lines 15 23(8) 
(nlne-channeliNRZI format). 

3,.11.6 Tape MarK Writing Timing 

When the ORV SET PLS 1s prOduced, the write and erase headS are 
energized, and cause tape to be erased throughout the start motion 
delay. DRY SET PLS also causes the TMWIP (Tape Mark Write tn 
progress) flip-flOp (TCCM 4 E42) to 'set. This loadS the type 74191 
Binary Counter CE27) and also allOWS WRT eLK H to be gated by E49 
(pins 8, 9, and 10) to produce WB CLK Hand REC L. 

When the start motion de!ay is over and the first WRT CLK pu!se is 
received by the TM02, the first we CLK H produced clears the TMWIP 
fllP-floPJ thUS, further we eLK and REC L pulses are temporarily 
inhibited. The REC L pulse produced, along with the W8 eLK H pulse, 
cause the Write Buffer tn the TU45 to be clocked, and transfer the 
tape mark c~aracter to tape. 

W1th the TMWIP f11p-flop now clear, the" type 74197 Binary Counter Is 
-enabled, It operates in the same manner as during a CRee and LRCC
write, except that WFMK H asserted, input to E41 pin 3 on TeCM 4, 
Inhibi ts the prodUction of eRe STRB H. However, LRC STRB 1s p.rodUced 
In the norma! manner, an~ occurs seven character spaces after the tape 
marK character. 
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L~C STRB L, Input to pin 2 of AND gate E8 on TeeM 2, removes the tape 
mark character forced on the WD 11nea of the slave bUs, this causes 
01 to be input to the Write Bufter In the TU45. LRC STRB L, Is 
transmitted to the TU45, and cause. the Write Buffer to clear, thereby 
transferrlno the LRCC of the tape mark character. (which 11 lde·ntlcal 
to the tape mark character) to tape, 

3.11.7 Performance Checks 

Refer to the Acceptanee Procedure In the appropr1ate system manual 
(TJU45 or TWU4S) whichever Is applicable. 
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